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SUMMARY 
The parity price ratio-the ratio between the indexes 
of prices received and paid by farmers-is widely used 
as a measure of farmers' economic status, and percent-
ages of parity prices are used as the bases for price 
support operations running into billions of dollars. The 
purpose of this report is to examine the parity formula, 
to see how well suited it is to these purposes and to de-
velop an alternative formula. 
Investigation indicates that the parity ratio and parity 
prices for different products are not very appropriate 
measures, for the following reasons: 
1. The original index base period, 1909-14, is out 
of date. A more recent base would be more appropriate. 
2. The same parity index (index of prices paid by 
farmers) is used for all farm products in the United 
States. Parity prices for individual farm products would 
more closely reflect the parity purchasing power of those 
products if parity indexes were computed separately for 
each product. 
3. The parity price ratio reflects changes in the level 
of the prices received relative to prices paid by farmers, 
but it does not reflect changes in the quantities produced 
or purchased. In other words, the parity ratio is not 
responsive to shifts in the rate at which inputs are 
transformed into outputs. 
4. The parity price ratio compares the purchasing 
power of farm products per unit of product (bushel, 
bale, etc.) with their purchasing power per unit in an 
earlier base period. What farmers are really interested 
in, however, is parity of returns to their labor and man-
agement with returns in other occupations now. 
An alternative parity formula might replace the ratio 
of prices received to prices paid by the ratio of returns 
to labor and management on farms to returns to labor 
and management in other occupations. A "parity re-
turns" formula of this sort should be more meaningful 
and provide a more accurate measure of the relative 
economic status of farmers than the present parity price 
formula, which shows only the relative price status of 
farm products. 
In the present report, an attempt is made to develop 
a parity returns formula of this nature. 
Parity returns should provide a more appropriate 
measure of the changes in the relative economic status 
of farmers than does the present parity price ratio. 
Nevertheless, several problems are associated with the 
empirical application of the concept. Among the most 
trorthlesome are the identification of comparable re-
sources (particularly labor) on and off farms, the 
definition of comparable returns to resources under dif-
fering conditions and the selection and aggregation of 
data. 
In this study, the following procedures arc lIsed: 
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1. Parity returns to the services of capital and land 
are computed by multiplying the current value of the 
capital and land by the current Federal Land Bank 
interest rate. 
2. Parity returns to labor are computed by multiply-
ing the current earnings of manufacturing workers by 
the ratio of farm labor returns to these earnings during 
a recent base period. A base period is necessary because 
of the difficulties encountered in attempting to measure 
the nonmonetary items associated with, and the skills 
required by, different occupations. Although the use of 
a base period reduces these problems to manageable pro-
portions, it means that the level of the resulting series, 
as with the present parity price formula, is a function of 
the base period. 
. 3. Parity labor returns, parity returns to land and 
capital and current operating expenses are summed to 
obtain "parity gross income." 
4. Actual gross income is divided by parity gross 
income and the quotient multiplied by 100 to give the 
parity returns indicator. 
Thus, when the parity returns indicator equals 100 
(i.e., when actual gross income equals parity gross in-
come) the resources engaged in agricultural production 
are considered to be receiving "parity returns." 
Parity returns prices are computed as a quotient of 
parity gross income and total production, where total 
production is expressed in terms of the product con-
cerned. Thus, if the parity returns price of corn is to 
be determined, total production is expressed in corn 
value equivalents. The parity returns prices provide a 
set of prices which, when multiplied by the respective 
outputs, would yield parity returns. This parity returns 
formula was applied to data from several relatively 
homogeneous production areas. Important corn-, 
wheat-, cotton- and milk-producing areas were con-
sidered. 
The parity returns indicators for the corn and wheat 
areas rose nearly 20 points relative to the United States 
parity price ratio over the period. For the cotton areas, 
the two series showed similar long-run trends. For the 
dairy areas, the parity returns indicator moved in much 
the same manner as the parity price ratio, until after 
1952 when it rose (relatively) about 10 points. 
Over the period 1930-57, the parity returns indicators 
for the different products varied more from year to year 
than the present United States parity price ratio, except 
for milk, which varied less. 
The parity-returns prices of corn declined more than 
20 percent relative to the modernized parity price over 
the 1930-57 period. The decline for wheat was more 
than 25 percent. The parity returns price for cotton 
rose (relatively) more than 40 percent from 1930 to 
1940, but declined about 10 percent from 1940 to 1957. 
An Alternative Parity Formula For Agriculture 
BY WAYNE FULLER, GLEN PURNELL, LONNIE FIELDER, MARVIN LAURSEN, 
RAY BENEKE AND GEOFFREY SHEPHERD 
The present parity price formula provides the parity 
ratio-that is, the ratio between the prices received and 
the prices paid by farmers. It also provides parity prices 
for individual farm products-prices that would give 
farm products the same purchasing power per unit 
which they had in an earlier base period. 
The parity ratio-the ratio between the prices re-
ceived and the prices paid by farmers-is regarded by 
many people as a measure of the economic status of 
agriculture. 1 When the parity ratio is 81, for example, 
that ratio is regarded as indicating that the prices re-
ceived by farmers are too low; some regard a parity 
ratio of 81 as indicating that the prices of farm products 
are 19 percent too low. 
The same sort of opinion is held concerning parity 
prices for individual farm products. When the prices 
received by farmers for corn are only 55 percent of the 
parity price of corn, this is generally believed to indicate 
that corn prices are too low; some believe that it indi-
cates that corn prices are 45 percent too low. Certain 
percentages of the parity prices for some farm prod-
ucts are used for bases for the price support operation 
of the Commodity Credit Corporation for those prod-
ucts. These operations run into billions of dollars. The 
purpose of this report is to examine the parity formula, 
see how well suited it is for these purposes and determine 
whether any more appropriate formula might be de-
veloped. 
OBJECTIVE OF THE PARITY FORMULA 
The parity concept developed step by step during 
the 1920's and early 1930'S.2 E. W. Grove said of parity, 
" ... the concept as we now know it did not spring full 
blown from the brain of some economic Jupiter, but 
'For example: "The dro{l in prices ... caused the parity ratio-index 
of relative farm prospenty-to fall One point • . . ." (Des Moines 
Register. July 28, 1956.) 
". . . the parity ratio-measure of the farmers' \'fcl1·bring in relation 
to the whole economy . • .. " (News item by Charles Bailey of the De. 
Moines Register's Washington Bureau. Des Moines Register. Nov. 30, 
1957. p. 11.) 
"Regardless of the {lro. or cons of the parity formula in regard to 
setting price supports, It still is the nation's chief yardstick for measuring 
the relative posillon of the famler and the long-term price trends." (John 
Harms. Outlook for ag leaders. County Agent and Vo-Ag Teacher. 
February 1959.) 
'The development and present status of the present parity price formula 
is well outlined in: U. S. Congress. Senate. Possible methods of im-
proving the parity formula. 85th Cong., 1st se ... , S. Doc, 18. pp. 8-13. 
U. S. Govt. Print. Off., Wash., D. C. 1957. 
rather grew out of the continuous groping for a con-
crete measure of justice for the farmer, and was steadily 
modified by conditions prevailing in the economic life 
of farmers and the nation. In other words, parity did 
not develop as the practical application of an economic 
theory immaculately conceived, free from all taint of 
original sin in the form of class interest. On the con-
trary, parity, like Topsy, just growed; and whatever 
economic justification can be found for it in its present 
form may be considered largely a rationalization."3 
The first specific parity formula was incorporated in-
to the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933. The ob-
jective stated in the Act was to "re-establish prices to 
farmers at a level that will give agricultural commod-
ities a purchasing power with respect to articles that 
farmers buy, equivalent to the purchasing power of ag-
ricultural commodities in the base period. The base 
period in the case of all agricultural commodities except 
tobacco shall be the pre-war period, August 1909 -
July 1914. In the case of tobacco, the base period shalI 
be the post-war period, August 1919 - July 1929."4 
The word "parity" itself was not used in the AA Act 
of 1933. It first appeared in agricultural legislation in 
the AA Act of 1938. The purpose of that Act, as stated 
in the opening paragraph, was concerned with: "assist-
ing farmers to obtain, insofar as practicable, parity 
prices for such commodities and parity of income .... " 
Pursuant to the objective stated in the AA Act of 
1933, the parity formula was developed to reflect 
changes in the prices of the "articles that farmers buy." 
Parity prices then could be computed for agricultural 
commodities that farmers sell which would give those 
commodities the same purchasing power that they had 
in the base period. 
CONTENT OF THE PARITY FORMULA 
The USDA had been compiling and publishing the 
price data called for in the AA Act of 1933 for some 
years previous to 1933. The index of prices received 
3E. W. Grove. The concept of income parity for agriculture. Studies 
in income and \\-·calth.l Vol. 6. National Bureau of Economic Research, 
New York. 1943. 
'U. S. Statutes at Large. Vol. 48. Agricultural Adjustment Act. Public 
Law 10. p. 32. 73d. Cong., 1st sm. U. S. Govt. Print. Ofr., Wash., 
D.C. 1I(ay 12, 1933. 
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by farmers for the products they sell was compiled on a 
monthly basis beginning with 1909. It was first pub-
lished in 1921. 
The basic data for the index of prices paid for the 
"articles that farmers buy" were more difficult to obtain. 
This index was compiled on an annual basis beginning 
with 1909, on a quarterly basis beginning with 1924 and 
on a monthly basis beginning with 1937. This index of 
prices paid by farmers is called the parity index. It was 
first published in 1928. At that time, the pre-World 
War I base of 1910-14 seemed a reasonable base to use 
for both series-the·prices received by farmers and the 
prices paid by farmers. In addition, 1910-14 was the 
earliest period for which an adequate set of these data 
was available. 
The parity formula laid down in the AA Act of 1933 
was amended and re-enacted several times after 1933.5 
The prices of certain services were added to the prices 
paid by farmers, and "comparable prices" were provided 
for some products which had not come into general use 
until after 1929. In addition, the Agricultural Act of 
1948 introduced a table of loan rates that varied in-
versely with the supply of the crop. The Agricultural 
Act of 1948 included provisions which "modernized" 
the parity formula. This modification of the formula 
was an attempt to take into account shifts in relationships 
among the prices of the different agricultural commod-
ities which had occurred since the 1910-14 period. The 
base period for computing the relative parity prices of 
individual farm products (the parity prices relative to 
each other) was changed from 1910-14 to a more recent 
period-the most recent 10-year moving average. The 
1910-14 base period was retained, however, for parity 
prices as a whole. This modernized formula was to be-
come effective in 1950. The Agricultural Act of 1949 
modified the formula by the inclusion of farm wage 
rates in the parity index and the inclusion of direct sub-
sidy payments on dairy products, cattle and lambs in 
prices received before it became effective. 
This is the way the parity price of corn for Jan. 15 
1959, would have been figured under the modernized 
parity formula. The 120-month (January 1949 - De-
cember 1958) average of prices received for corn, ad-
justed to include an allowance for unredeemed loans, 
etc., was $1.40 per bushel. During the same lO-year 
period, the index of prices received by farmers (the 
parity index) averaged 257. Dividing $1.40 by 257 
gives $0.545 per bushel. This is the adjusted base price 
for corn. Multiplying this adjusted price base by 308, the 
parity index for Dec. 15, 1958, gives ,$1.68. This would 
have been the indicated parity price for corn under the 
new formula. 
The parity price under the old formula would have 
been the average price of corn-August 1909-July 
1914, 64.2 cents-multiplied directly by the current in-
dex of prices paid by farmers, including interest and 
taxes, 308, divided by 100; this equals $1.98.6 
tiThe details concerning thest> ;)Ull'ndmcnts and the steps iuvoh .. ed in the 
com"utation of pal'ity prices for different products arc given in: B. R. 
Stauber, et a!. The revised price indexes. Al(ricultural Economics Re-
search. 2, nO. 2: 33.62. April 1950. Some interesting background on 
the evolution of the term ,,,rity is given in: R. L. Tontz. Evolution of 
the term p.rity in a'lr;'ultural usage. The Soutlm·",tern Soci.l Science 
Quarterly. pp. 345·355. March 1955. 
·United States Department of Agriculture. Agr. Mktg. Servo Agl'icultlll'al 
prkes. p. III, O~I, 31, 1958, sets forth the .. ,-ncedllre used "ho\' •. 
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The parity price of corn computed by means of the 
new formula, therefore, would have been 30 cents lower 
than the parity price computed by the old formula. But 
the parity prices for some other products would have 
been higher, so that the level of parity for all farm 
products as a group would have been the same under 
the new formula as under the old. 
To avoid extremely sharp declines in the parity price 
of any commodity, transitional parity prices were pro-
vided by the 1948 act. They were to be used for those 
commodities for which the new parity prices are less 
than 95 percent of the old parity prices in 1950, 90 
percent in 1951, and so on. In other words, the parity 
price as calculated under the old method was to be 
reduced 5 percent each year until the transitional parity 
was less than the parity price as defined by the new act. 
From then on, the new parity was to be used. These 
transitional prices were incorporated into the 1949 act. 
In actual practice, for several years "dual parity" was 
used with the six basic crops. The parity prices com-
puted by the modernized formula were permitted to 
go into effect only if they were higher than prices com-
puted under the old formula. By December 1958, how-
ever, the effective parity price for corn was $1.78, the 
transitional price after 2 years of transition; it was 10 
percent lower than the old parity price of $1.98. 
The index of prices received and prices paid from 
1910 to 1958 are given in table 1. The ratio between 
the two indexes (the parity ratio) is also given. The 
data are shown graphically in fig. 1. 
PARITY INCOME 
Il was recognized from the first that prices were only 
one of the factors that determined income, It also was 
TAIlLE I. PRICES RECEIVED BY FARMERS FOR COMMODITIES. 
AND PRICES PAID BY FARMERS FOR COMMODITIES. 
I:-;TEREST. TAXES AND WAGE RATES, UNITED 
STATES, 1!1I0-58.* 
I"d.x mlhlhel's (1910-14 - 1(0) 
--.-----. ----- -~--"-'-'--' .. --" ----" .. _-_ .. 
1)1"iCl'~ l'ricf':; Pari,,· l)ric('s PI-iet's Parity 
Y"ar rec'd. J)3id ntio Yl'al' H·c'd. paid I":ttiu 
--
-- ---- ------
1910. ............. 104- 97 107 1930 .............. 125 151 83 
1911.. ............ 94 98 96 19:11 .............. 87 130 67 
1912... ........... 99 lot 98 19:12 .............. 65 112 58 
1913... ........... 102 101 101 1933... .... _ ...... 70 109 64 
1914 ............. .101 103 98 1934 .............. 90 120 75 
1915 .............. 9!1 to5 94 1935... ........... 109 124 88 
1916... .......... .119 116 103 1936... .......... .1 14 124 92 
1917 .............. 178 148 120 1937 .............. 122 131 9~ 
1918 .............. 206 173 118 1933. ............. !Ii 124 78 
1919 .............. 217 197 110 1939 .............. 95 123 7i 
1920 .............. 211 214 99 1'1411... ........... 100 124 81 
1921 .............. 124 155 80 I!l4L .......... .124 133 93 
1922... .......... .131 151 87 194L ........... I.'i!J 152 Hl.'i 
1923 .............. 142 159 89 1943 .............. 1 93 171 113 
1924... .......... .143 160 8!J 1944 ............. .1 97 1B2 lOB 
1925 .............. 156 164 95 1945... ........... 207 190 to9 
1926... ........... 145 160 91 1946... ........... 216 2M J1~ 
1927... ........... 140 159 88 19H ............. 276 240 115 
1928 ............. .148 162 91 19·18 .............. 287 260 I III 
1929... ........... 148 160 92 1949 .............. 250 251 100 
1950 ............. 258 256 101 
1951 .............. 302 282 107 
1952... ........... 288 287 101 
19:j·L ............ 255 277 92 
1954... ........... 246 277 89 
1955 .............. 233 276 84 
1956 .............. 230 278 83 
1957 .............. 235 286 82 
1958 .............. 250 293 85 
*Source: United States Department of AgricululI'e, A/lr. Mkt/l. S.rv. 
Agricultural Outlook Chart., 1959. 
U,!ited States pepartment of Agriculture, Agr. Mktg. Son'. '\/ldcnltllral 
J>I"c ... Jan. 19~'l. 
FARMERS' PRICES 
(I1S R~vised JDnuDry 1959 J 
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150 r-----r-
• MONIHtJ D,"", 
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If OUAotIUS It,. J' IV ""CNINS. Inl 10 DArl 
U,S. Df" .. lIIhIENT Of" AGIIICULTURE NEG. u- 5~ III .. GIIICULTURAL IolAIiKETING HfilVICE 
Fig. 1. Pric("s received and prices paid by farIDcn, and Jlf'rcent of p:uity, 
1910·58 (1910·14=100). 
recognized that farmers were interested in inc?me, ?ot 
prices. So along w~th the developme~t of p~nty pnces 
went several legislative attempts to defme panty mcome. 
During the 1930's, the concept of parity. income de-
veloped as an extension of the panty pnce concept. 
It first appeared in legislation in 1936. A ~eclared pur-
pose of the Soil Conservation and Domestlc Allotment 
Act of 1936 was the "reestablishment, at as rapid a rate 
as the Secretary of Agriculture determines to be pra~­
ticable and in the general public interest, of the ratio 
between the purchasing power of the net income per 
person on farms and the income per person not on farms 
that prevailed during the 5-year period Augl;ls:, 1909~ 
July 1914 inclusive as determined from statIstics avall-
'" fA· I able in the United States Department 0 gncu ture 
and the maintenance of such ratio." 
There was much criticism of this definition of parity 
income. In the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, 
therefore, the definition was changed to read as fol-
lows: "'Parity,' as applied to income, shall be that per 
capita net income of individuals on farI?s from. farm-
ing operations that bears to the per capita ~et Income 
of individuals not on farms, the same relatIOn as pre-
vailed during the period from August, 1909-July, 
1914." 
The 1938 definition of parity income differed from 
the 1936 definition in four respects: (1) The term 
"net" was used; it was applied to per-capita income of 
persons not on farms as well as to that of persons on 
farms. (2) The "purchasing power" provision in the 
1936 definition was omitted in the 1938 definition. (3) 
The in'come of persons on farms incl~d~d i?con,t,e from 
farminO" operations only. (4) The hmltatlOn as de-termin~d from statistics available in the USDA" was 
omitted. 7 •• • 
The 1938 definition avoided some of the difficulties 
inherent in measurements of net income. The estimate~ 
of net income from farming operations pcr person on 
'A more detailed apprai.al of th,'''' and other points i •. '1iven in E. ~". 
Grove's article The C'onrl"pt of incomr parity for agriculture. Sttldl~s 
in Income and' Wealth. Vol. Ii, PI'. 97.139. National Bureau of EconomIc 
Research. 1943. 
farms do not include income from nonagricultural 
sources while the estimates of net income per person 
not o~ farms do include income from agricultural 
sources. The net income to persons on farms from non-
aO"ricultural sources is a considerable item. For the 10 Y~ars 1948-57 it averaged 5.8 billion dollars, com-
, , .... ... 8 
pared with 15.5 billion dollars from farmmg operations. 
It would seem that the estimates of income per person 
living on farms should include the i?come fro.m all 
sources, if they are to be compared WIth the estimates 
of income pel' person not on farms. . 
The inclusion of income from nonagrIcultural sources 
still would leave some considerable inaccuracies in the 
estimates for purposes of comparison with the net in-
comes of other groups. Farmers ordinarily get less than 
50 percent of the retail val~e of the food they produce. 
The estimates of net farm mcome, however, value the 
farm products produced on the farm and consumed by 
the farm household at farm prices. If those products 
were valued at retail prices, that would have increased 
the net income to persons on farms in 1939 by more than 
20 percent.1l The rental value of farm dwellings, esti-
mated in recent years at $300 Fer year per farm, per-
haps is low also by compari~on .with the rent<l;l value 
of comparable dwellings an.d ~Ites m town .. Other Items-
taxes charO"es for depreclatlon on eqUlpment, etc.,-
also :nay ne~d checking for comparability. . 
Finally, the existing net income figures do not mclude 
the nonmonetary items of income on the farm and off 
the farm-the independence of the farm operator co~­
pared with the dependence of the urban worker on Ius 
job, the open-air nature of farm work, the generally 
poorer schools in the country, etc. . 
The 1938 definition of net income, however. aVOIded 
this difficulty of measuring intangibles. It did not call 
for direct comparisons of current net incomes on farms 
with current net incomes off farms. Thus, if current in-
come data showed net farm income to be only half as 
much as nonfarm income (or twice as much) that 
would still represent income parity if half (or twice) 
were the relation that.existed in the base period. 
The Agricultural Act of 19+8 changed the definition 
of parity farm income again. Title II, Sec. 201 (2), 
defined parity farm income as follows: 
"(2) 'Parity,' as applied to income shall be that gross 
income from aO"riculturc which will provide the farm 
operator and hi~ family with a standard of living equiva-
lent to those afforded persons dependent upon other 
gainful occupations." . 
This new definition was incorporated into the Agn-
cultural Act of 1949 which became effective on January 
1 1950. This definition got away from the problems i~volved in any formula which includes a base peri?d. 
It escaped, for example, the problem of what base peno:1 
to use (one period might have a much higher or lower 
'United State. D"partment of Agriculture, ,\gl". 1Iklg. S"I·\'. Tin' farm 
incol11e situation. p. 20. July 1958. 
:'Thcn" is !'Om(' disagn.·e~lu.·nt. \\·h('tIH~I· th}-'s(' products shuuld be. \"alm'cI 
at farm pric('s or at n-tall 11I'IC"~ . .1J~npl(" III town hlve tn !my tlu.'lr food 
at retail pl'iCl~S. sn "Oil the face 01 It-:, farm and nonfarm II1COmc.'s would 
.seem to bt" more 1wady cOmllal"abl.l~ If, the food pro.duc(·d .on, the opr ..... -
tor'~ own farDl w("rc. valued at rct~d Jl1"ICt'l\, tm!, Aga~nst tins, It tllay well 
be argul·d th~t a gallon of peas tn II,,: pod J",t 1>Ickt·o.J fmOl Ih~ farm 
garden by the farm wift" for ex:nuplc. ,IS IU)t at aU cl)mparabtl" \nth t}w 
package of fl'oz(,11 pt'a!iii rC'ady to IJUt til the pot purch:uiI'd by the city 
houscwifl", FOI' another exan~plt', IltJwc.:\,('I\ l'gg~ from tlu' hen hOllSt' arC" 
ju!:'t as. fl'ady to rook ali ('~gs 111 th(" ,,('t:\11 ~tnr(". and usually frt"!'olwl", 
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parity income than another). It also got away from 
the problem of continuous obsolescence of any base 
period. But it got into a different problem-the problem 
of comparing levels of living in different occupations. 
The new formula involved more than a simple com-
parison of farm and nonfarm dollar incomes. It re-
quired, in addition, the determination of differences in 
their purchasing power, as represented by their dif-
ferent levels of living. So far, while this new definition 
was "effective January 1, 1950," it has not been com-
puted and put into actual use. 
The Agricultural Act of 1948 also defined parity 
gross income for individual commodities as follows: 
"'Parity,' as applied to income from any agricultural 
commodity for any year, shall be that gross income 
which bears the same relationship to parity income 
from agriculture for such year as the average gross in-
come from such commodity for the preceding ten cal-
endar years bears to the average gross income from 
agriculture for such ten calendar years." This was the 
first time that a method of apportioning income parity 
among the individual commodities was prescribed by 
law. Inasmuch as the over-all level of parity gross in-
come could not be determined, this additional step has 
not had much significance. 
APPRAISAL OF THE PRESENT 
PARITY PRICE FORMULA 
How accurate a measure of farmers' economic status 
do the parity price ratio and the different parity prices 
provide ?10 The answer to this question also would throw 
some light on the second question-how well do parity 
prices serve as bases for price supports? 
The present parity price formula uses as a parity 
criterion the purchasing power per unit of a farm prod-
duct compared with its purchasing power back in 1910-
14. But this does not provide an exact standard by 
which to measure farmers' economic status today. There 
are several reasons for this. 
1. THE 1910-14 BASE PERIOD IS OUT OF DATE. 
The 1910-14 base period used in the formula lies 
more than 40 years in the past. It is getting less and less 
representative of present-day conditions, in view of the 
changes in technology and other influences on the sup-
ply of and demand for farm products that have taken 
place since 1910-14. 
The modernized formula in the Agricultural Act of 
1949 recognized that the old parity formula perpetuated 
the relationships among the prices of different farm 
products that existed in 1910-14, through all the changes 
in supply and demand that had taken place since 1910-
14. The modernized formula in the 1948 and 1949 acts 
shifted the base for computing the parity prices of in-
dividual farm products from 1910-14 to the most re-
cent lO-year moving average. But it still retained the 
1910-14 base for the prices of farm products as a whole. 
10Thc usc of the term "accurate" here does not refer to accuracy in the 
computational or statistical sense, but only to the accuracy with which 
any price index can measure farmers' economic status. TIle parity ratio 
and parity prices are accurate measures of the things they were set up 
to measure-the purchasing power of farm products per unit of product. 
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A recent base should reflect present conditions in agri-
culture more accurately than the old 1910-14 base. 
The average parity ratio over the recent lO-year peri-
od, 1947-56, on the 1910-14 base, figures out at 98.2. 
This is not far from 100, that is, not far from the 1910-
14 ratio. This recent 10-year period includes 1947, when 
the parity ratio reached its all-time high, 115; it al-
so includes more recent years when the ratio was close 
to its lowest level since the 1930's. 
A few years ago, the USDA recommended shifting 
the parity price base from 1910-14 to 1947-56. It recog-
nized that this shift would leave the level of parity prices 
much the same as they are on the old 1910-14 base, 
since the 1910-14 base parity ratio averaged within two 
points of 100 during 1947-56. But it pointed out that 
the change would "make the statistical calculations 
necessary to maintain technically sound indexes simpler 
to carry forward and it would recognize, at least in 
principle, that there is no sound argument for indefi-
nitely holding conditions constant as of any particular 
base period."ll 
2. THE PARITY INDEX IS THE SAME FOR ALL 
FARM PRODUCTS. 
The present parity index is a single index for the 
whole United States. It is based upon the prices of 
about 350 goods and three services (interest, taxes and 
wages). The index shows the prices of goods and services 
for the average farmer in the United States. 
But most actual farmers differ widely from average 
farmers. Some of them are cotton farmersJ using cotton 
machinery, fertilizer and labor; some are Corn Belt 
farmers, using corn planters, pickers, etc.; some are 
wheat farmers, using "one-way's" and combines; some 
are truck farmers, ranchers, fruit growers, etc., each 
with his own list of goods and services purchased, dif-
fering in kind and quantity from that of the others. The 
parity index-an average index for the whole United 
States-does not accurately fit any of them. 
The prices paid for different items in the parity in-
dex have risen at markedly different rates since 1940. 
Hired labor wages have risen to an index of well over 
400 (1935-39 = 100). Machinery prices have more 
than doubled. But fertilizer prices have risen only 50 
percent. The combination of resources used in the pro-
duction of different farm products has changed in dif-
ferent ways in different areas. The use of machinery 
on Southern Piedmont cotton farms exactly doubled 
from 1935 to 1953, but on Central Northeast dairy 
farms, it rose only 36 percent. The use of labor declined 
at different rates among the different farm areas. Yet 
the same weights for all types of farms are used in the 
parity index. The prices of the different factors of pro-
duction change at different rates, so the use of the same 
quantity weights for all farm areas, when in fact the 
quantity weights change at different rates, means that 
the single parity index for the United States as a whole 
is not an accurate index of the prices paid in each of 
the different farming areas. Parity prices for individual 
farm products would reflect the parity purchasing power 
of those products more accurately if the parity index 
were computed separately for each product. 
"Senate Doc. No. 18, op. cit. p. 5. 
The two changes outlined above would involve no 
fundamental change in the parity price formula. They 
would merely change the data put into the formula. 
The formula would still be a prices-received and prices-
paid formula. 
Three additional features of the parity formula now 
need to be considered. Changing these features would in-
volve making changes in the formula itself. 
3. THE PARITY FORMULA IGNORES CHANGES 
IN QUANTITIES. 
Prices are only one of the elements that determine 
farmers' economic status. The other important element 
is the quantities of the products concerned. A farmer's 
economic status would be very low if he got a high 
price for his corn, for example, but had only a few 
bushels to sell. Economic status is measured more ac-
curately by prices multiplied by quantities sold than 
by prices or quantities alone, much as the area of a 
tract of land is measured more accurately by its length 
multiplied by its width than by either length or width 
alone. 
Production per farmer now is more than twice as 
high as it was in 1910-14, so parity prices now would 
bring in more than twice the gross income per farmer 
compared with income in 1910-14. If production per 
farmer had declined since 1910-14, parity prices now 
would bring less gross income per farmer. The parity 
formula, therefore, would reflect farmers' gross income 
status with greater accuracy if it included quantities pro-
duced per farmer, as well as prices received. 
But gross income is only one step closer to a measure 
of economic status than prices received. A second step 
is needed-to deduct costs from gross income in order 
to measure net income. 
The present parity index measures only one element 
in the costs incurred by farmers. The index is only an 
index of prices per unit paid by farmers, not an index 
of costs (i.e., prices x quantities of inputs) incurred by 
farmers. The index of the prices of things farmers buy 
might stand at 100, but if farmers now buy twice as 
much machinery, fertilizer, etc., as they did in 1909-14, 
they would be paying out an amount that should be 
represented by 200, not 100. The index shows only the 
prices, not the costs (prices x quantities) of things that 
farmers buyY 
The nature of the anomalies that result from ignoring 
changes in quantities purchased is illustrated by the in-
crease that has taken place in the use of fertilizer. The 
quantity of fertilizer used in the United States more 
than tripled from 1940 to 1957. If fertilizer prices had 
remained constant, the parity price index would have 
shown no change, but farmers in 1957 actually would 
have paid out more than three times as much hard 
cash for fertilizer as they paid in 1940. Per farm, they 
would have paid out more than four times as much. 
l'The weights used in constructing the price indexes have been changed 
three times. Likewise, the commodity coverage of the indexes has been 
expanded. As of January 1959, the pric~s-paid index is constructed using 
1955 quantities as weights, and the prices-received index uses average 
Quantit.es during the 1953-57 period as weights. Indexes published for 
the period Collowinlf February 1935, and prior to the current revision 
used 1937-41 quantity weights. For the period ,.rior to 1935, 1924-29 
weights were used. 
Altering the base weights adjusts for changes in the relative importance 
of inputs, but not for changes in the quantity of inputs per unit produced. 
TABLE 2. TOTAL COSTS PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION, TYPICAL 
FARMS, 1957 AS A PERCENT OF 194749. 
Type of farm Percent of 194749 
Cotton farms, Southern Piedmont ..................................................... 115 
Dairy farm., Central Northeast ............................................................ 104 
Hog-beef fattening farms, Corn Belt .................................................... 110 
Tobacco-cotton farms, North Carolina ............................................... .131 
Cattle ranches, Northern Plains ......................................................... -' . .121 
Winter wheat farms, Southern Plains ............................................... .185 
Source of table: United States Department of Agriculture, Agr. Res. Servo 
Farm costs and returns. U.S. Dept. Agr., Agr. Inl. Bul. 176 (Rev. 
June 1958). . 
For a detailed explanation oC total costs per unit of production see: The 
United States Department oC Agriculture~ Agr. Res. Servo Costs and 
returns. U.S. Dept. Agr. Stat. Bul. 197. p. 1~. 1956. 
The. data showing changes in production costs in 
different types of farming show how these changes in 
costs differ among themselves. The diversity of these 
changes shows up even over so short a period of time 
as 1947-49 to 1957. On dairy farms in the Central 
Northeast, production costs per unit of production from 
1947-49 to 1957 increased 4 percent; the corresponding 
changes in other types of farming ranged up to an in-
crease of 85 percent for winter wheat farms in the 
Southern Plains. The data for these and other types 
of farming are shown in table 2. It should be noted, 
however, that some of the variation in costs per unit is 
due to variation in yields resulting from weather effects. 
4. FARMERS REALLY WANT PARITY INCOME 
The present parity price formula is a prices-received 
and prices-paid formula in which the prices received 
by farmers in the base period are multiplied by the cur-
rent index of prices paid by farmers. The changes out-
lined above would convert this formula into an income-
cost formula, in which the gross income received per 
farm operator in the base period would be multiplied 
by the current index of costs incurred. 
But what farmers are really interested in is parity 
income. This does not mean an income with a purchas-
ing power equal to their income during an earlier base 
period, but an income comparable with incomes in other 
occupations now. Measuring this sort of parity would 
require that the parity income formula relate net income 
per farm operator to current incomes in other occupa-
tions. 
This kind of comparison is often made directly. The 
"per capita income of farm and nonfarm people from 
all sources" in the United States in 1957, for example, 
was $967 and $2,082, respectively.13 Thus, income per 
person on farms appears to have been less than half 
as great as nonfarm income per person in the rest of the 
economy. 
Another kind of comparison is often made between 
average farm income per farm worker ($1,793 in 1957) 
and average annual wage per employed factory work-
er ($4,284 in 1957).14 Here again, the farm income 
(in this case from farming only) appears as less than 
half the nonfarm income (in this case, employed factory 
workers' annual wage). 
The comparison of net income per farm operator 
with the income per worker in other occupations, how-
"United States Department of Agriculture, Agr. Mktg. Servo The farm 
income situation. p. 24. July 1958. 
"Ibid. p. 25. 
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ever, has serious deficiencies as a measure of parity. It 
is doubtful whether the comparison of the income of 
a farm owner-operator with the income of an industrial 
worker, for example, is meaningful, even if we ignore 
possible differences in the skills required by the two 
occupations. The industrial worker's income is ob-
tained from the sale of his labor, while the farm opera-
tor's income is derived not only from his labor, but also 
from his investment in land and equipment. 
The net income of a farm operator depends not only 
upon price and physical output-input relationships, but 
also upon the quantity and quality of resources which 
he commits to production. Thus, a farm operator may 
have a low income from farming because he o'Yns few 
resources and/or his resources are of low quality and/or 
he uses only part of his resources in agricultural produc-
tion. For example, the income from farming of a "farm 
operator" who works 150 days a year in off-farm em-
ployment may be expected to be less than the farm in-
come of a full-time operator who operates a farm con-
taining twice as many acres, and also less than the in-
come of a factory worker. Likewise, a semiretired farm 
operator who works few hours (and perhaps hours of 
low productivity) will have a low farm income. 
Other "farm operators" may control only small quan-
tities of land and capital. If they do not engage in off-
farm employment, part of their labor supply is "wasted" 
in the sense that it is not utilized productively. The 
resulting low income of these "farmers" may be a source 
of social concern, but their income problems arise pri-
marily from an insufficiency of resources. 
The differences in farm operators' income which arise 
from variation in the quantity of owned resources used 
in production weaken the validity of a parity concept 
based upon net farm operator income.15 A more valid 
basis would be a comparison of returns per unit of re-
source used in agricultural production with returns per 
unit of similar resources used in nonagricultural produc-
tion. 
The next section is devoted to discussion of a parity 
indicator which employs resource returns .. as a parity 
criterion. 
A PARITY FORMULA BASED ON 
RESOURCE RETURNS 
First, it is necessary to define parity returns to re-
sources. To this end, parity returns may be defined 
as the returns· to resources employed in agriculture 
which are equivalent to the returns received by com-
parable resources engaged in nonagricultural production. 
RETURNS TO WORKING CAPITAL AND LAND 
Under the above definition, parity returns to the cap-
ital resources used in agriculture are the returns received 
by comparable capital used in nonagricultural produc-
tion. 
It is difficult to identify farm and nonfarm capital 
situations which are comparable with respect to risk and 
stability of returns. Since capital is fairly mobile be-
':;Parity income formulas are discussc.·d at length in Senate Document 
No. 18, 01'. cit., PI'. 31-45. 
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tween the farm and nonfarm sector, however, compar-
able returns to farm working capital can be approxi-
mated by use of the interest rates paid by farmers on 
short-term loans. 
The valuation of the services of land is also trouble-
some. Farm land has few alternative uses, but its own-
ership is not restricted to farmers. The current value of 
land represents what the owner could obtain if he chose 
to sell it. Hence, with mobility of capital, the owner 
could expect a return on this value equal to that which 
he could obtain elsewhere under situations of compar-
able risk. Thus the current value of the land, multi-
plied by the corresponding farm mortgage interest rate, 
can be used to approximate parity returns to land. 
This method, which provides a workable estimate of 
the value of the services of land, will be used in this 
study. There would be dangers associated with its use, 
however, if a parity returns system were used as a basis 
for price supports. If supports were maintained at a high 
level for an extended period, the price of land might 
be bid up, which in turn would lead to a still higher 
support level, and so on. 16 
An alternative for estimating the value of the serv-
ices of land would be to use share rents. Share rental 
systems, however, are not prevalent in all areas. Even 
if one ascertained the share of the product received by 
the land, there often are additional provisions in the 
leasing arrangement indicating, for example, how the 
cost of inputs such as fuel, seed or fertilizer will be shared 
by landlord and tenant. In addition, pasture and hay 
land typically is rented for cash. Wide differences in 
these provisions from farm to farm and area to area 
make it difficult to use share rents as a method of im-
puting a return to land. 
RETURNS TO LABOR 17 
There are two difficulties associated with the estima-
tion of parity returns to labor. First, there is the prob-
lem of selecting nonfarm occupations where the skills, 
training and management ability required are similar to 
those required for operating a farm. A series selected 
to approximate returns to human effort in nonfarm 
employments should reflect labor and management re-
turns, exclusive of returns from capital resources. For 
purposes of this analysis, such a series should relate to 
work which requires skills similar to those required of 
farmers, and which, therefore, represents potential re-
turns available to farm operators considering alternative 
employment. 
Beyond the problem of selecting comparable occupa-
tions remains the problem of estimating returns in the 
two types of employment. The complexities involved in 
evaluating the farm-produced food consumed in the 
home and the rental value of the farm home were men-
tioned previollsly. Evaluating the conditions associated 
with different types of employment presents even greater 
difficulty. For example, the city worker may have to 
lOlf it were bolieved that such a situation might arise the method of 
va,luation ~ight be al~('r{'~. For cx~mllle, the parity' returns to land 
might be he'd to a price IIldrx. Panty I-cturns per acre then could br 
defined as, the pl-oduct of till' c:ul'rcnt il1ter('st rate, the. base period 
value per acn and till' CUlTt'nt mdex of, for example, prices paid by 
fanners. 
171\"0 distinction is mad(' here betwl"cn the mallagl"ment and lahor input~ 
of the fal'm opcrator. La~or l't~tul-ns. as used hereafter, arc the returns 
to the operatol' for both hlS labor and lnanagement services. 
drive long distances to work, and his occupation may 
require greater outlays for work clothing. On the other 
hand, he may receive benefits such as compensation in 
case of accident. Also the goods and services available 
to those living in rural areas often differ in price, quality 
and quantity from those available to urban residents. 
The difficulties associated with the selection of nonfarm 
occupations that are comparable to fanning and the 
further difficulties of estimating comparable returns in 
rural and urban areas make it almost impossible to com-
pute farm and nonfann labor returns in units which can 
be compared directly. It becomes necessary, therefore, 
to compare farm and nonfarm returns relative to some 
base period. 
Once a period is selected it becomes possible to state 
that returns to resources engaged in farming are, for 
example, lower relative to nonfarm earnings than they 
were during the base period.18 Thus parity fann-labor 
returns become the earnings which bear the same ratio 
to nonfarm labor earnings as existed during the base 
period. By the use of this principle, the parity farm-
labor returns for the current year can be computed by 
multiplying the current nonfann labor returns by the 
base period ratio of farm to nonfarm labor returns. Em-
ploying a base period in this manner is analogous to 
the current parity price formula computations, where 
the prices received by farmers in a base period are mul-
tiplied by the current index of prices paid by farmers. 
The use of a ratio to construct parity labor returns 
reduces the restrictions imposed upon the nonfarm wage 
series used for comparison. It is still necessary that the 
series represent only returns to labor, but the level of 
the series becomes secondarv to the manner in which 
the series moves. . 
In this study, the series, Hourly earnings of employed 
workers in manufacturing,10 will be used. 
The base period ratio is computed as the quotient of 
hourly earnings in manufacturing and the hourly re-
turns to operator and family labor. Total parity returns 
to farm labor for the current year are the product of 
the base period ratio, current hpurly earnings in manu-
facturing and the hours worked by the operator and his 
family. Under this procedure, the yearly parity returns 
to the efforts of the operator and his family are a func-
tion of the hours worked. The parity returns procedure 
focuses on the relative earnings of resources in farm and 
nonfarm production. Thus the appropriate units for 
the parity calculation are resources used, not resources 
available. If the ratio of fann to nonfarm earninO"s were 
established using yearly earnings, the parity co~puta­
tions would not reflect shifts in the relative number of 
hours worked by farmers and nonfarmers. 
PARITY GROSS INCOME AND THE PARITY 
RETURNS INDICATOR 
The procedures previously outlined lead to the follow-
ing specific definition of parity gross income: Parity 
18Thc assunlption implicit here is that nonmoney or unmeasun'd \:on-
siderations between farm and nonfarm occupations do not change OVer 
time. ' 
19This series is published in several sources. See. for example: U.S. De-
p~rtment of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Statistical Abstract of the 
United States, U.S. Govt. Print. Off. Current data are given in: U.S. 
Office of Business Economics. Survey of Curr·ent Business. U.S. Govt. 
Print. Off., Wa,h .• D.C. (Published monthly.) 
gross income is that income which covers operating ex-
penses, yields a rate of return to working capital and 
land equal to current interest rates and yields a return 
to the fann labor resource which bears the same ratio 
to nonfarm labor returns as existed during the base per-
iod. Under this definition, parity gross income for an 
individual year is obtained by summing operating ex-
penses, the charge for capital services and land and the 
parity labor returns. 
The ratio between the gross income actually achieved 
and parity gross income expressed as a percentage may 
be called the "parity returns indicator"; it is referred to 
by this name in the rest of this report. These percentages 
or ratios between the actual gross income and the parity 
gross income provide a measure of the economic status 
of farmers which differs from the present United States 
parity price ratio in some respects, but is similar to it in 
some other respects. 
The differences and similarities of these two measures 
perhaps can best be seen with the aid of mathematical 
notation. Parity gross income as defined here is: 
WI 
l: PIql +W OPOLqlL 
where PI refers to the price of inputs (excluding the 
labor of the fann operator) used in the current period, 
ql to the quantities of these inputs used in the current 
period, WI to the current nonfarm labor earnings, W 0 
to the nonfarm labor earnings during the base period, 
POI. to the return to farm labor during the base period 
and qll. to the current quantity of fann labor used. The 
:s PIql includes all operating expenses, the depreciation 
on machinery and buildings and the interest charge for 
capital and land. 
Gross income in the current year can be denoted by 
:s P1Ql, where p] denotes the price and Ql the quantity 
of items produced. Capital letters are used to differen-
tiate product prices and quantities from input prices and 
quantities. 
Thus the formula for the parity returns indicator is: 
:s PIQI 
+ WI :s q IPI W 0 pOLqlJ. 
The present United States parity price ratio can be 
represented by the quotient: 20 
:s QOP1 
:s QoPo 
expressed in percentage terms; that is, the index of 
prices received, divided by the index of prices paid and 
converted to a percentage. 
The parity returns indicator differs from the parity 
price ratio in several respects. 
:!OThis expression, used for demonstration purposes, is not comJ?letely ac. 
curate. The price indexes have been revised se\-"eral times Since their 
introduction. Although the period 1910·14 has heen retained as the base 
period for the level of prices, the rommodity coverage and the weighting 
have been changed. The prices-paid index is currently computed with 
1955 weights, while the Tmces-reeeived index is computed WIth 1953-57 
wrights. 
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In the following discussion, it should be remembered 
that these differences arise from the introduction of 
parity returns as the parity criterion. 
1. In this study, the parity returns inqicators will be 
computed for relatively small areas. Under these cir-
cumstances, the indicators are influenced only by .the 
prices of the inputs used in those areas. These pnces 
may change at rates differing from the average. of the 
input prices for the whole United States used III con-
structing the present United States parity index. 
2. In contrast to the United States parity index, which 
uses constant weights, the area indicators use current 
weights; i.e., the quantities of inputs actually used and 
the outputs realized each year. Since the numerator of 
the parity returns indicator is the product of current 
production and prices, the indicator is influenced by 
fluctuations in yields resulting from weather and other 
natural phenomena. 
3. A sizable portion of the United States prices-paid 
index (parity index) is devoted to the prices of items 
used in' family maintenance. These items are not in-
cluded in the computations of the parity returns indi-
cators. Rather, human effort is valued as a resource 
input, the value depending upon returns to labor in the 
nonfarm segment. 
4. Perhaps of greatest importance is the fact that 
the parity returns indicator is responsive to changes in 
technology or efficiency. This can be illustrated by 
bb .. h' . d' ~P,Ql b a revIatmg t e panty returns m lcator to -",-- y 
... plqt 
including ~; pOLqll. in the summation, ~Plql' To fa-
cilitate comparison with the present parity price ratio, 
~P,Q, . l' I' d b'd .. the ---lS mu up le y 1 entltles; ~Plq, 
~P,QI ~p()ql ~POQ, 
----- . ----- . -----
~Plq, ~poql ~PoQI 




l;'hus one sees that the parity returns indicator is a 
ratio of price indexes similar to the parity price ratio 
(the items included and the weighting differing) multiM 
plied by an index of output per unit of input.21 The P, 
"The index :!:POQ, will equal 100 during the base period because the 
delinition of 7r:q~ for labor assures that :!:poqo == !PoQo. Slightly dif· 
£erent algebraic manipulation permits expression of the parity returns 




Thi. expression and that in the text show that the ratio of the value .of 
output to the va",~ of input contain. both price components and quantIty 
componentsl 
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for labor ( POL :'
0
) is a function of the nonfarm labor 
return. To the extent that technological advances in the 
nonfarm segment are reflected in the nonfarm wage 
series, the parity returns indicators will reflect changes 
in efficiency relative to the nonfarm segment, not ab· 
solute changes in efficiency. For short periods, the fluctu-
ations in production because of weather may obscure 
the effects of technological or price changes, but over 
a period of years the effects of price and technology 
will become more evident. 
COMPUTATION OF PARITY RETURNS PRICES 
FROM THE PARITY GROSS INCOME 
The parity returns price of a product is defined as the 
price which will yield a parity return to the resources 
used in the production of this product. Thus, if only one 
product were produced in an area, the parity price of 
this product could be obtained by dividing the parity 
gross income by the quantity produced. If, as is the 
case, several products are produced in an area, it is 
necessary to construct a set of parity returns prices such 
that the sum of quantities multiplied by their respective 
parity returns prices equals parity gross income. 
Such a set of prices can be constructed with the aid 
of the market prices which existed during the immedi-
ately preceding 10 years, for example. The parity re-
turns price of a product then is defined as the price 
which bears the same ratio to its average price over the 
preceding 10 years as the parity gross income bears to 
the sum of product quantities multiplied by their re-
spective average prices. Thus, the relationship among 
the parity returns prices is determined by average mar-
ket prices, and the level of parity returns prices is de-
termined by the parity gross income and the quantity 
produced. 
The parity returns price of A for the current period, 
denoted by PtA, is given by: 
. -
PtA (~Plql -1- Wo POLq1T.) 
~PtiQli 
j 
where Qlj represents the output of product j, PtA repre-
sents the average price of A during the previous 10 
years and P Ij represents the average price of the prod-
uct j during the previous 10 years. The Qlj'S above may 
be either current production or some estimate of "nor-
mal production." It is easily shown that the sum of 
product quantities multiplied by their respective parity 
returns prices (~PiQtj) equals the parity gross income. 
In a manner similar to that of the preceding section, 
the parity returns price of A may be rewritten as: 
PtA • ~Plql • ~Puql 
~PtjQ'j ~POql ~p()Qt . 
~POQI 
The parity returns price of product A thus is made 
up of three components. The first component is the 
ratio of the average price of A during the preceding 
to years to the index of the average price of all prod. 
llcts produced in th~ area during the previous 10 years. 
The second component is an index of input prices. The 
third component is the inverse of the index of output 
per unit of input. One notes that the first two com-
ponents are based upon computations which approxi-
m~te those made with the present modernized parity 
pnce form.ula.22 T~e index~s of input prices differ, how-
ever. The mdex.of mput pnces constructed in the parity 
returns calculatIOns contains as a subindex the earnings 
of manufacturing workers, while the United States in-
dex of prices paid includes the prices of items used for 
fa~ily: living. Th.e .computation of the parity returns 
pnce IS further dlstmgmshed by the inclusion of an in-
dex of output per unit of input. 
. Changes in the parity returns price reflect changes 
In the cost of producing farm commodities. It is thus 
a spec!al ~ind of cost-of-production price. The level of 
t?e pnce IS not based on an estimated cost of produc-
t~on. F?r t?at reason, the price is not a cost-of-produc-
t!on pnce In the s~nse of covering "the" cost of produc-
tIon. But. the panty. returns price changes from year 
~o year w:th changes In the costs of production that are 
mcluded In the formula. It may be considered as a 
ch!lng;-in-cost-of-producti~n price. The present parity 
~r1ce It~elf for tha~ matter IS a change-in-cost-of-produc-
~lOn 1?nce, but an I!"perfe~t one; !t is actually a change-
m-pr1~~-of-productlOn pnce, whIch leaves changes in 
quantItIes out of account. 
'''The modernized parity price of A is given hy: 
PtA ~Plq. 
~p.qo ( ~P1Q·)t 
~P.Qo 
where ~plq. is tbe United States index of prices paid and ( ~l'lQO ) 
~poqo ~PoQ. t 
is the average of the United States prices.received index for the previous 
10 years. . 
EMPIRICAL DATA FOR APPLICATION OF THE 
PARITY RETURNS CONCEPT 
To compute parity returns under the definition just 
given, it is necessary to obtain detailed farm input and 
output data. 
The USDA compiles and publishes comprehensive 
farm costs and income data. These data, however, are 
for all farms as defined by the Census. In the 1954 
Census, 30.4 percent of these farms were not com-
mercial farms but were part-time, residential and ab-
normal units (institutional, etc.) with an average gross 
farm income (value of farm products sold) of only 
$347. The corresponding figure for commercial farms 
was $7,305. Lumping these two subaverages together, 
weighted in each case by the number of farms in the 
class, results in an over-all average gross income for all 
farms in the United States of $5,188. This is 29 percent 
lower than the average gross income for the commercial 
farms. 
Furthermore, the USDA data are published by states 
and regions (groups of states) and for the United States 
as a whole, not by relatively homogeneous economic 
type of farming areas. 
Data drawn from commercial farms, grouped by ho-
mogeneous type of farming areas, are needed to enable 
parity returns to be computed separately by areas. Data 
of this sort, for commercial farms, by type of farming 
areas, are compiled in the USDA, ARS, under the di-
rection of Wylie Goodsell.23 These data are designed to 
represent the types of commercial farms in the areas 
shown in fig. 2. The data provide estimates of the quan-
tities and prices of inputs including estimates of the 
quantities of capital and labor used in production as 
'''The data are published annually in bulletin form. The most recent 
bulletin is entitled "Farm costs and returns, commerdal family·oporated 
farms by type and location." Agr. Inf. Bul. 176. August 1959. 
LOCA liON OF TYPES OF FARMS STUDIED 
!o"u NOr 'I'~t .I!''''SED AN" rHfwr,Dlf OMInlD,1OM rHU'I",," 
ANtr•s UNDlA' sruo" IUT RSOMtj IfOr coIII'''nl:l 
1.:, S. DE""ATJIoI!'NT OF .t.G'IIt:ULTUItE NEG. ,!.7en-IH AGAICULlUUL Ir!SURCH SiRVleE 
FIGURE 2 
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well as estimates of the quantities and prices of outputs. 
The data are presented on a per-farm basis for com-
mercial family-operated farms of the specific type for 
areas sampled. "Per farm" here means "average of the 
specific type." Part-time farms, large farms, residential, 
abnormal and specialty farms arc excluded from the 
estimates. A commercial family-operated farm is one 
which produces between $1,200 and $20,000 in gross 
income from farm products at 1944 prices. The total 
investment per farm docs not exceed $70,000 (at 1944 
prices), and the operator does not work off the farm 
more than 100 days during the calendar year. The basic 
data are obtained from the United States Census of 
Agriculture, rural carrier and mailed questionnaires 
sent to fanners by the Agricultural Estimates Division, 
AMS, and enumerative field surveys.24 The data for 
several important types of farming areas are complete 
from 1930 through 1957. 
In the Goodsell reports, the labor return to fann 
operator and family labor is computed by subtracting 
operating expenses and a charge for capital and land 
from the gross farm income. Gross farm income includes 
all sales, physical changes in inventory valued at year-
end prices, food produced and consumed on the farm 
valued at prices received by fanners, an allowance for 
house rent equal to 8 percent of the current value of 
the house and direct government payments. Operating 
expenses include cash expenses and an adjustment for 
the depreciation of machinery and buildings. The charge 
for capital consists of the current value of land and 
buildings and working capital multiplied by the current 
Federal Land Bank mortgage interest rate. 
Transcribed copies of the detailed basic data summa-
rized in the annual cost and returns reports were made 
available by Wylie Goodsell. These data provide the 
empirical basis for the procedu!'es and computations in 
the rest of this report. 
APPLICATION TO CORN 
The results for the four Corn Belt farm areas-hog-
beef fattening, cash-grain, hog-dairy and hog-beef rais-
ing-are presented in this section. Later sections use 
the data for cotton, wheat and milk. 
The returns to operator and family labor in four 
Corn Belt farm areas from 1930 to 1957, based on data 
taken from the Goodsell reports, are shown in table 3. 
For comparison, a column has been added to the table 
showing the earnings of employed manufacturing work-
ers during the same period. 
Several characteristics of the data shown in table 3 
are noteworthy. One is the low returm to farm labor 
during the early 1930's (negative in most cases). An-
other is the favorable relationship of labor returns in 
the cash-grain and hog-beef fattening areas to the re-
turns of manufacturing workers in many of the years 
since 1940. A third interesting relationship is the low 
labor return in the hog-beef raising area and, to a lesser 
extent, in the hog-dairy area, compared with the cash-
grain and hog-beef fattening areas. 
~4A mm"c complf'tc rXJ11allation of data :'iOUn:rs and m{'tlaods of comnu-
tation is !!ivt'll in: W. D. Goodsr-l1. Costs and returns j comrurrc.ial familY''' 
oJlrratr~1 farm' ny tyre ""Q ,jle, 1~30·19:il. U.S, Dept. Ag ... Stat. R,,1. 
197, 19:>", 
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TABLE 3. HOURLY RETURN TO OPERATOR AND FAMILY 
LABOR ON CORN BELT FARMS COMPARED WITH 
HOURLY EARNINGS OF EMPLOYED PRODUCTION 
WORKERS IN MANUFACTURING.* 
Earnings of 
Hog·beef Cash· Hog- Ho~-!>eel manufacturing 
Year fattening grain dairy ralsmg workers 
1930 ................ $ 0.09 $-0.10 $ 0.08 $-0.08 $ 0.55 
1931 ................ -0.04- -0.21 -0.04 -0.08 0.52 
1932 ................ -0.07 -0.30 -0.08 -0.13 0.45 
1933... ............. -D.1l -0.28 -0.04- -0.13 0.44 
1934 ................ -0.36 -0.22 -0.16 -D.32 0.53 
1935 ................ 0.51 0.16 0.27 0.14 0.55 
1936 ................ -0.06 0.16 0.16 -0.09 0.56 
1937 ................ 0.80 0.70 0.30 0.22 0.62 
19·18 ............... O.4:l 0.21 0.24 0.11 n.F~ 
1939,., ............. 0.32 0.34 0.20 0.15 0.63 
1940 ................ 0.43 0.21 0.18 0.13 0.66 
194L ............. 0.56 0.85 0.39 0.28 0.73 
1942 ................ 1.36 1.20 0.75 0.62 0.85 
1943 ................ 1.28 1.44 0.85 0.61 0.96 
1944 ...... 1.22 1.34 0.70 0.44 1.02 
1945 ................ 1.21 1.52 0.82 0.42 1.02 
1946 ................ 2.65 2.30 1.20 0.86 1.09 
1947 ..... 2.04 1.92 0.99 0.40 1.24 
1948 ................ 3.07 3.04 1.54 1.14 1.35 
1949 ................ 1.99 1.62 1.02 0.85 lAO 
1950 ................ 2.10 1.57 0.94 0.93 1.46 
1951... ............. 2.10 2.54 1.35 1.01 1.59 
1952 ............... 1.75 2.09 1.25 0.96 1.67 
1953 ...... 1.28 1.43 1.18 0.61 1.77 
1954 ........ 1.92 1.82 1.25 0.49 1.81 
1955 ................ 0.57 1.10 0.68 0.50 1.88 
1956 ................ 1.29 1.92 0.87 0.51 1.98 
1957t .............. 1.46 0.66 0.99 0.66 207 
*Hourly returns to labor 0l! farms. obtained from: Goodsell, Wylie .D. 
Costs and returns, commerCIal famIly-operated farms by type and SIZI,~. 
United States Department of Agriculture, Agr. Res. Servo Stat. Rul. 197, 
AgI·. Inl. Bul. 158, Agr. Inl. Bul. 176 and Agr. Inl. Bul. 176 (Re\,. 
June 1958). . • •. 
Hourly returns to productlOll ,,,'orkers In manufactufmg obtamed froln: 
U. S. Dept. uf Commerce. Statistical Abstract of the United States. U. S. 
Govt. Print. Olf. 1931·57. 
t Preliminary. 
PARITY RETURNS INDICATOR 
Parity gross income was computed for the four Corn 
Belt areas, using parity labor returns established by al-
ternative base periods, 1937-41 and 1949-54. Returns 
to operator and family labor were markedly higher 
relative to nonfarm returns during the latter period 
(table 4). 
Parity returns indicators computed on the two bases 
are shown together with the United States parity price 
ratio in table 5. The United States parity price ratio 
has been converted to the 1937-41 and 1949-54 bases 
through multiplication by a constant factor. The marked 
effect on the parity returns indicator of the choice be-
tween the base periods 1937-41 and 1949-54 is evident 
(table 5). There is a difference of approximately 15 
percentage points between the series on the two different 
base periods. This difference serves as a reminder that 
this index, like the present United States parity price 
index and other indexes, merely compares the current 
situation with the situation existing during the base 
period. 
The area parity returns indicators tend to fluctuate 
over a greater range than does the United States parity 
TABLE 4. RATIO OF RETURNS PER HOUR OF OPERATOR AND 
FAMILY LABOR TO THE HOURLY EARNINGS OF 
MANUFACTURING WORKERS. 
Type of farming area Period 
1937 -41 1949·54 
HOl(-beef fattening ............................................ 0.78 
Ca,h-.I(I'ain ............................................................ 0.71 
Hog-dairy ............................................................ 0.40 





TABLg 5. PARITY RgTURNS INDICATORS FOR FOUR CORN 
BELT AREAS COMPARED WITH UNITED STATES PAR· 




1930 ............ 79 
1931... ......... 70 
1932 ............ 64 
1933 ............ 55 
1934 ............ 37 
1935 ............ 105 
1936 ............ 61 
1937 ............ 121 
1938 ............ 96 
1939 ............ 89 
1940 ...........• 95 
1941... ......... 99 
1942 ............ 132 
1943 ............ 123 
1944 ............ 117 
1945 ............ 116 
1946 ........... .160 
1947 ............ 131 
1948. .......... .145 
1949 ........... .121 
1950 ........... .120 
1951... ........ .121 
1952 ........... .108 
1953 ............ 98 
1954 ............ 109 
1955 ............ 84 
1956 ............ 96 
1957 ............ 98 
1930 ............ 70 
193L ......... 59 
1932 ............ 56 
1933 ............ 46 
1934 ............ 32 
1935 ............ 91 
1936 ............ 52 
1937 ............ 104 
1938. ........... 82 
1939 ............ 77 
1940 ............ 82 
1941... ......... 86 
1942 ............ 114 
1943 ............ 105 
1944 ............ 101 
1945 ............ 100 
1946 ........... .140 
1947 ............ 115 
1948 ........... .129 
1949 ........... .107 
1950 ............ 107 
1951... ......... 108 
1952 ............ 96 
1953 ............ 86 
1954 ............ 97 
1955 ............ 74 
1956 ............ 84 
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price ratio. These variations arise primarily from fluctu-
ations in yields because of weather and other natural 
phenomena. Yield variations may be rather large for 
areas as small as those studied and have obvious effects 
on the parity returns indicator in such years as 1934, 
1936, 1946, 1947 and 1948. 
Direct government payments were included III the 
gross income used to construct the parity returns indi-
cators. Their exclusion would materially lower the par-
ity returns indicators during the years 1934 to 1945 and 
again in 1956 and 1957. These payments have no direct 
influence on the United States parity price ratio. 
There appears to be some tendency for the area 
parity returns indicators to rise relative to the United 
States parity price ratio (note particularly the early 
years of the period). The average parity returns indi-
cator for the four areas shows a relative rise of nearly 
20 points. Input prices in the corn areas rose relative 
to the United States index of prices paid, but technolog-
ical developments such as hybrid seed corn increased the 
output-input ratio more than enough to offset this. 
PARITY RETURNS PRICES OF CORN 
Parity returns price computations were made for 
the four corn areas. The following equations, equivalent 
to the parity returns price formula previously given, were 
used: 
WI 
P = _~Plql + 'IV 0 POLq~._._. 
1e lrjQlj 
A unit of the jth product is expressed in terms of 
bushels of corn by using the ratios among the market 
prices existing during the preceding 10 years. This con-
version factor is denoted by rj. The lrjQIJ then repre-
sents the current production per farm expressed in corn 
value equivalents. This quantity will be abbreviated to 
lrQ in the following discussion. 
The current quantities produced, denoted as Q, were 
obtained by summing the quantity sold, the change in 
inventory and the quantity consumed in the home. 
Farms in the three livestock areas generally have only 
small sales of grain and often have net purchases of 
corn or ather grain. These net purchases were treated 
as negative quantities~5 when computing the lrQ. 
Likewise, the purchases of feeder cattle in the hog-beef 
fattening area were included in the lrQ as negative 
quantities. 
The 10-year average market price of corn in the cash-
grain area was used as a standard in computing the r's 
for each area. That is, the r for beef cattle in the hog-
beef fattening area was computed by dividing the 10-
year sum of cattle prices existing in the hog-beef fatten-
ing area by the 10-year sum of corn prices existing in 
the cash-grain area. This means that the lrQ for each 
area is the total production per farm expressed in "corn 
at the cash-grain location" equivalents. The parity 
prices computed by use of these lrQ's will differ among 
areas because of differences in production coefficients 
or in input prices, but will not differ because of the 
market price differentials arising from the location of 
the producing areas. 
The relative product prices, the r's, were established 
by use of the averages over the immediately preceding 
10-year period, except for the years 1930 to 1940. Since 
prices comparable to those in the Goodsell data were 
not readily available for the years prior to 1930, the r's 
computed from the first lO-years' data were used to 
compute the lrQ's for that period. 
"When purchases of com are tn'ated as negative quantities, the market 
p";ce of corn has no influen;,e on the parity price. Since the quantity 
Ilurchased is treated as negative production; the value of the purchases is 
1I0t included in the expense component of rarity gross income. I( grain 
purchases were trt"atcd as expenses, the Jeve of parity gross income and, 
hence, the level of the parity price o! corn WQuld be partially dependent 
upon the market price of COrn. 
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In this study, gross income is composed of sales, in-
ventory changes, a rental allowance for the farm home, 
farm-produced food consumed in the home and direct 
government payments. Sales, inventory changes, pur-
chases of livestock and grain and farm-produced food 
consumed in the home are included in the ~rQ. There-
fore, the rental allowance for the farm home, purchases 
of grain and livestock and direct government payments 
were subtracted from the parity gross income.26 The 
remaining parity gross income was then divided by the 
~rQ to obtain the parity returns price of corn. The parity 
returns prices of corn for the four areas, together with 
the modernized parity price of corn and the market 
price of corn for the cash-grain area are shown in table 
6. 
It was necessary to compute a modernized parity 
price for the area, since none appropriate for the area 
being studied was available. In this computation, the 
adjusted base price for corn was obtained by dividing 
the average price of corn received by farmers in the 
cash-grain area during the preceding 10 years by the 
average .of the United States index of prices received 
for the same period. The adjusted base price was con-
structed using prices for the cash-grain area when avail-
able. Prices at the cash-grain location were· approxi-
mated for the period 1920-29 by lowering United States 
prices to the cash-grain level. The modernized parity 
price in the table is the adjusted base price, multiplied 
by the United States index of prices paid by farmers 
for that year. 
Thus, the modernized parity prices shown in the table 
are computed from area prices of corn and the United 
States iridexes of prices received and paid. At present, 
the modernized parity price for an area is computed 
using the average United States price of corn and then 
applying an area differential. The two procedures will 
not necessarily yield identical results. 
In table 6, the modernized parity prices have been 
converted to the 1937-41 and 1949-54 base periods by 
multiplying modernized parity prices based on the 1910-
14 period by 0.8.5 and 0.98, respectively. 
Weather effects cause fluctuations in yield, which in 
turn cause discrepancies among areas in parity prices 
computed from current production. Recalling that the 
parity returns prices in table 6 were computed from 
current production,. one notes the high level of parity 
returns prices in such years as 1934, 1936 and 1947, 
and the variation among area parity return prices in 
such years as 1933, 1940 and 1954. These weather 
effects tend to obscure shifts in parity prices which arise 
from changes in input prices or from changes in the 
technical output-input coefficients. 
One of several methods could be employed to "nor-
malize" production to remove the effects of weather. A 
moving average of production could be used to estimate 
the product quantities appearing in the ~rQ. This esti-
mate, however, would be somewhat out of date, par-
ticularly during a period when trends in production 
coefficients are significant. In addition, a simple mov-
"Direct government payments were subtracted from the parity gross income 
On the assumption that the payments were made for not fully utilizing 
inputs (e.g., land and machinery) in the production of commodities and 
on the assumption that the payments best approximated the value of inputs 
not committed to production. 
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TABLE 6. AREA PARITY RETURNS PRICES OF CORN AND MOD. 




1930 ........ 0.81 
1931... ..... 0.73 
1932..._ ... 0.54 
1933 ........ 0.54 
1934 ........ 0.88 
1935 ........ 0.60 
1936 ........ 0.82 
1937 ........ 0.58 
1938 ........ 0.59 
1939 ........ 0.56 
1940 ........ 0.58 
194L. ..... 0.63 
1942 ........ 0.64 
1943 ........ 0.73 
1944... ..... 0.82 
1945 ........ 0.84 
1946 ........ 0.83 
1947 ........ 1.13 
1948 ........ 0.99 
1949 ....... .1.09 
1950 ........ 1.09 
1951... .... .1.24 
1952 ........ 1.16 
1953 ....... .1.30 
1954 ........ 1.24 
1955 ....... .1.27 
1956 ........ 1.28 
1957 ........ 1.28 
1930 ........ 0.94 
193L. ..... 0.86 
1932 ........ 0.64 
1933 ........ 0.65 
1934 ........ 1.07 
\935 ........ 0.74 
1936 ........ 1.00 
\937 ........ 0.71 
1938 ........ 0.72 
1939 ........ 0.69 
1940 ........ 0.70 
1941... ..... 0.77 
1942 ........ 0.78 
1943 ........ 0.89 
1944 ........ 0.99 
1945 ........ 1.01 
1946 ........ 0.99 
1947 ........ 1.34 
1948 ....... .1.17 
1949 ........ 1.30 
1950 ....... .1.30 
195L. ..... 1.47 
1952 ....... .1.37 
1953 ....... .1.54 
1954 ....... .1.47 
1955 ....... .1.51 
1956 ....... .1.53 










































































































































































































































































































































ing average would not reflect the effect of an increase 
in the use of inputs such as fertilizer on total production. 
Another method of "normalizing" production would 
be to project regression estimates of yield, modified to 
include input effects, separately for each crop. Con-
struction of individual yield trends for all crops produced 
in an area, however, would be a laborious procedure. 
A third method of "normalizing" production would 
be to use multiple regression techniques to estimate a 
trend value for total production (lrQ). This third 
method was adopted for this study. The ratio of output 
to input, ~rQ , was formed and used as the dependent 
~poql 
variable in the regression. Weather variables and time 
were entered as independent variables. The data for the 
four areas were pooled to obtain a common trend in 
the output-input ratio. The lcgression analysis indicated 
that the output-input ratio increased 1.64 percent of 
the mean per year. The trend production (i.e., the trend 
:SrQ, for the current year) is obtained by multiplying 
the current quantity of inputs (:SPOql) by the trend value 
of the output-input ratio. The procedures and estimat-
ing equations used to obtain the time trend in the 
output-input ratio are presented in the appendix. 
The parity return prices of com shown in table 7 
and fig. 3 were computed using the trend-estimated 
:SrQ. House rent and purchases of grain and livestock 
were subtracted from the parity gross income, and the 
remainder divided by the trend :SrQ to give the parity 
returns price of corn. Direct government payments 
were not subtracted from the parity gross income, since 
the trend :SrQ was computed as a function of total 
inputs, that is, all inputs which make up the parity 
gross income. The period 1949-54 was used as the base 
TABLE 7. PARITY RETURN PRICES OF CORN COMPUTED FROM 
MODERNIZED TREND PRODUCTION BY AREAS, AND 
PARITY PRICES OF CORN, 1949-54 BASE, IN DOLLARS 
PER BUSHEL. 
Price 
Modern- rec'd. by 
Hog- Av. of ized farmers, 
Cash- beer four cash-gr. Hog-beef Hog- parity 
Year fattening grain dairy raising areas prIces area 
1930 ........ 0.99 1.01 0.97 1.06 1.01 0.76. 0.73 
1931... ..... 0.87 0.87 0.85 0.91 0.88 0.64 0.42 
1932 ........ 0.72 0.73 0.70 0.77 0.73 0.56 0.21 
1933... ..... 0.64 0.64 0.63 0.69 0.65 0.55 0.32 
1934 ........ 0.72 0.72 0.71 0.73 0.72 0.60 0.59 
1935 ........ 0.73 0.71 0.72 0.73 0.72 0.63 0.69 
1936 ........ 0.73 0.71 0.72 0.73 0.72 0.63 0.72 
1937 ........ 0.77 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.70 0.77 
1938 ........ 0.74 0.76 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.68 0.45 
1939 ........ 0.72 0.74 0.73 0.74 0.73 0.67 0.43 
1940 ........ 0.75 0.76 0.74 0.74 0.75 0.67 0.56 
194L. ..... 0.80 0.80 0.79 0.79 0.80 0.71 0.63 
1942 ........ 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.89 0.90 0.81 0.77 
1943 ........ 0.99 0.97 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.92 0.98 
1944 ........ 1.05 1.03 1.05 1.02 1.04 0.98 1.06 
1945 ........ 1.05 1.03 1.05 1.04 1.04 1.00 1.06 
1946 ........ 1.09 1.08 1.10 1.09 1.09 1.08 1.26 
1947 ........ 1.24 1.20 1.24 1.24 1.23 1.23 1.75 
1948 ........ 1.35 1.32 1.36 1.34 1.34 1.36 1.81 
1949 ....... .1.34 1.32 1.35 1.34 1.34 1.35 1.14 
1950 ........ 1.35 1.33 1.36 1.35 1.35 1.36 1.35 
1951... .... .1.46 1.44 1.45 1,46 1.45 1.49 1.67 
1952 ........ 1.52 1.50 1.51 1.52 1.51 1.53 1.64 
1953 ........ 1.49 1.53 1.49 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.42 
1954 ........ 1.48 1.52 1,48 1.48 1.49 1.51 1.45 
1955 ....... .1.47 1.54 1.48 1.46 1.49 1.51 1.24 
1956 ........ 1.49 1.56 1.50 1.48 1.51 1.53 1.26 
1957 ........ 1.58 1.69 1.60 1.58 1.61 1.58 1.12 
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Fig. 3. Parity returns price and modernized parity price of <lOrn com-
pared with price received by farmers in the cash-grain arc., 1949-54 base. 
period. Minor adjustments were made in the ratio of 
farm labor returns to manufacturing earnings so that 
the average of the parity returns prices for the 1949-54 
period would be the same in all areas. 
Since a common time trend in the quantity 
= • 
for the four areas, the differences among the area parity 
prices given in table 7 are due to differences in the 
:SPlql , the index of input prices. (See the earlier sec-
:SPOql 
tion on the computation of parity returns prices.) This 
index, derived by dividing parity gross income less 
grain and livestock purchases by the quantity of in-
puts, is shown in table 8. The index of input prices is 
made up of three subindexes corresponding to the 
three components of parity gross income: the index 
of prices of operating expense items such as fuel and 
fertilizer, the index of the "use price" (interest rate 
times price) of land and capital and the index of hour-
ly earnings of employed workers in manufacturing. 
During the period studied, the. area indexes of input 
prices increased relative to the United States index of 
prices paid by farmers. The component of the input 
price index common to all areas, the index of hourly 
earnings of employed manufacturing workers, increased 
at an even faster rate. While the United States index of 
prices paid about doubled from 1930 to 1957, the wage 
of manufacturing workers more than tripled. During 
the 28-year period, the area price indexes for operating 
expense items generally increased slightly, while the in-
dex of the "use price" of capital inputs decreased 
relative to the United States index of prices paid. 
If prices of inputs alone were used to determine the 
area parity returns prices, the latter would have in-
creased relative to the modernized parity price during 
the period studied. Since the parity return prices actual-
TABLE 8. PRICE INDEXES, 1949-54 = 100. 
Ho,!rly 
Prices paid 
by farmc .. 
Input prices earmngs including of emp1y'd. interest, 
Hog-beef Cash- Hog- HO$-beef mfg. taxes and 
Year fattening grain dairy ralSing workers 'wage rate. 
1930 ............ 48 48 47 51 34- 55 
1931... ......... 43 43 42 45 32 48 
1932 ............ 36 36 35 39 28 41 
1933 ............ 33 32 32 36 27 40 
1934... ......... 38 37 37 39 33 44 
1935 ............ 39 38 39 39 34 46 
1936 ............ 39 38 39 40 34 46 
1937 ............ 42 43 43 44 39 48 
1938 ............ 42 43 42 43 39 46 
1939 ............ 41 42 42 43 39 45 
1940 ............ 43 44 43 44 41 46 
194L ......... 47 47 47 47 45 49 
1942 ............ 54 54 54 54 53 56 
1943 ............ 60 59 60 60 59 63 
1944 ............ 64 64 65 64 63 67 
1945 ............ 65 65 66 66 63 70 
1946 ............ 69 69 70 70 67 76 
1947 ............ 80 78 81 81 76 88 
1948 ............ 89 86 89 88 84- 95 
1949 ............ 89 88 91 90 87 92 
1950 ........... 92 90 9~ 91 91 94-
1951.. ......... .101 100 100 100 98 103 
1952 ............ 106 105 105 106 103 105 
1953 ............ 106 lOB 106 106 109 102 
1954 ............ 106 109 107 107 112 103 
1955 ............ 107 113 108 106 116 103 
1956 ............ 110 115 111 110 122 105 
1957 ............ 119 127 119 118 126 109 
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iy behaved in the opposite manner, it is clear that the 
downward influence of improvements in the rate at 
which inputs are transformed into products more than 
offset the price effects. 
Table 7 and fig. 3 show that, during the early years, 
the area parity returns prices of com tend to be above 
the modernized parity prices. (The two come together 
during the base period 1949-54.) That is, during the 
period 1930 to 1957, parity prices based upon resource 
returns decreased relative to parity prices computed 
by the present modernized parity formula. The diver-
gence can be further emphasized by expressing the two 
prices as a percentage of their respective 1930 values. 
Thus, the modernized parity price for 1957 stands at 
208 percent of its 1930 level, while the parity returns 
price for 1957 is only 159 percent of its 1930 level. 
The area parity returns prices can be thought of as 
"cost of production" prices, where total land and capital 
costs are defined in terms of interest rates, and the labor 
cost is defined relative to nonfarm labor returns. Total 
production costs are allocated among units of different 
prod.ucts by using their. relative market prices during 
the Immedla!ely precedmg. 10 years. Thus, changes in 
the area panty returns pnces of corn are approxima-
tions to the changes in costs of production, the absolute 
level of "cost" being arbitrary, since it is determined 
by the base period. Therefore, table 7 presents evidence 
that ~uringthe 1930-57 period the "cost of producing" 
com m the Corn Belt decreased relative to the modern-
ized parity price of com. 
APPLICATION TO WHEAT 
Data for four important wheat-producing areas-
wheat-roughage livestock, wheat- small grain -livestock, 
wheat-pea and winter wheat-were used in this study 
(see fig. 2).21 
The hourly returns to operator and family labor in 
the wheat areas, as taken from the Goodsell reports, are 
shown in table 9. Returns to operator and family labor 
were negative or very low in every year from 1930 
through 1940, but returns were high for the period 
1942 to 1948, generally exceeding the earnings of manu-
facturing workers. The variations in farm operator and 
family labor returns between years, within areas and 
among areas within years are great (note particularly 
the years 1952, 1954 and 1956). These variations re-
flect the marked effects of weather factors on wheat 
production. 
PARITY RETURNS INDICATOR 
Partiy returns indicators were computed for the wheat 
areas using the base period 1949-54. Direct government 
payments were included in the gross income used to 
construct these parity returns indicators. Their exclu-
sion from the computations would have lowered the 
average of the parity returns indicator for the period 
1935-39 from 60 to 50. Operators in thesll areas re-
ceived direct government payments in all years following 
1934. These payments were sizable (more than 2 per-
"On the map, the,e areas are designated as sprin!!" wheat-roughage spring 
wheat-small grain, Northwestern wheat-pea and wmter wheat, resp~cllvelY. 
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TABLE 9. HOURLY RETURN TO OPERATOR AND FAMILY LABOR 
ON WHEAT FARMS COMPARED WITH HOURLY EARN-
INGS OF EMPLOYED PRODUCTION WORKERS IN 
MANUFACTURING.* 
Wheat- Wheat- Earnings of 
Year 
roughage~ small grain- Winter Wheat- manufacturing 
livestock livestock wheat pea worker. 
1930 ............ $-0.19 







1932. ..... , ..... -0.27 -0.32 -0.64 0.45 
1933,.. ......... -0.37 -0.18 -0.79 0.44 
1934 ............ -0.53 -0.37 -0.48 0.53 
1935 ............ -0.21 -0.06 -0.25 $ 0.96 0.55 
1936 ............ -0.61 -0.40 0.25 0.98 0.56 
1937 ............ -0.41 -0.02 -0.02 0.70 0.62 
1938. ........... -0.20 -0.11 0.07 -0.19 0.63 
1939 ............ 0.07 0.03 -0.27 0.49 0.63 
1940 ............ 0.16 0.25 -0.03 0.44 0.66 
1941... ......... 0.68 0.75 1.10 1.93 0.73 
1942 ............ 0.94 0.96 1.95 5.15 0.85 
1943 ............ 1.17 1.51 1.72 4.85 0.96 
1944 ............ 1.25 1.31 1.92 4.57 1.02 
1945 ............ 1.17 1.67 2.17 3.61 1.02 
1946 ............ 1.45 1.75 2.95 5.75 1.09 
1947 ............ 2.21 3.13 5.24 5.95 1.24 
1948 ............ 1.90 2.58 2.80 3.74 1.35 
1949 ............ 0.64 0.86 1.63 1.98 lAO 
1950 ............ 1.05 1.68 2.62 2.77 1.46 
1951... ......... 1.40 2.20 1.68 2.84 1.59 
1952 ............ 0.24 0.75 4.32 4.33 1.67 
1953 ............ 0.92 0.90 0.87 4.17 1.77 
1954 ............ 0.39 0.16 1.94 4.55 1.81 
1955 ............ 0.81 .1.66 0.89 1.70 1.88 
1956 ............ 0.37 2.05 0.34 2.82 1.98 
1957t .......... 0.66 0.55 0.82 2.91 2.07 
*Hourly returns to labor on farms obtained from: Goodsell, Wylie D. 
Costs and returns, commercial family-operated farms by type and size. 
United States Department of Agriculture, Agr. Res. Servo Stat. Bul. 197, 
Agr. Inf. Bul. 158, Agr. In£. Bul. 176 and Agr. Inf. But. 176 (Rev. June 
1958.) 
Hourly returns to production workers in manufacturing obtained from: 
U.S. Dept. Commerce. Statistical Abstract of the United States. U.S. 
Govt. Pnnt. orr. Wash., D.C. 1931-57. 
tPreliminary. 
cent of the gross) during the years 1934 to 1944, 1956 
and 1957. 
The 1937-41 period was not used as an alternative 
base for wheat, since negative farm labor returns were 
received during part of this period, and as a result the 
ratios of farm labor returns to manufacturing workers 
earnings were very low. The average ratios of hourly 
farm labor returns to hourly earnings of manufacturing 
workers during the period 1949-54 are shown in table 10. 
The parity returns indicators (the ratio between actu-
al gross income and parity gross income multiplied by 
100) for the four wheat areas together with the United 
States parity price ratio are given in table 11. 
This table shows that the area parity returns indi-
cators fluctuate considerably from year to year and dif-
fer among areas in many yea.rs. The parity returns in-
dictors for the wheat-pea area do not show us much 
year-to-year variation as the indicators for the plains 
areas. Also, farmers in the wheat-pea area appear to 
have been much better off relative to the base period 
during the late 1930's than were farmers in the plains 
areas. A tendency for the area parity returns indicators 
to rise re.lative to the United. States par~ty price ratio ap-
pears eVIdent. The area panty returns mdicators for the 
three plain areas averaged 42 for the period 1930-34,53 
TABLE 10. RATIO OF RETURNS PER HOUR OF OPERATOR AND 
FAMILY LABOR TO THE HOURLY EARNINGS OF 
MANUFACTURING WORKERS. 
Type of farming area Base period 
-w4!J-54 
TABLE 11. PARITY RETURNS INOICATORS FOR WHEAT AREAS 
COMPARED WITH UNITED STATES PARITY PRICE 
RATIO, 1949-54 BASE. 
U. S. 
Av. of pa~ity 
wheat areas pnce 
Wheat- Wheat- for which ratio 
roughage- small grain- Winter Wheat- data are 1949-54 
Year livestock livestock wheat pea available == 100 
1930 ............ 62 61 80 68 85 
1931.. .......... 32 33 63 43 68 
1932 ............ 42 34 40 39 59 
1933 ............ 25 41 31 32 65 
1934 ............ 16 21 46 28 76 
1935 ............ 57 59 56 92 66 90 
1936 ............ 1 19 77 93 48 94 
1937... ......... 41 62 64 81 62 95 
1938 ............ 51 56 64 57 57 80 
1939 ............ 76 68 48 75 67 78 
1940 ............ 85 85 58 74 76 83 
1941.. .......... 131 1I7 105 109 116 95 
1942 ............ 142 122 131 168 141 101 
1943... ......... 151 146 113 150 140 115 
1944 ............ 148 130 lib 140 134 110 
1945 ........... .141 145 123 124 133 III 
1946 ............ 151 143 141 152 147 115 
1947 ........... .175 176 189 143 171 lIi 
1948 ............ 150 146 121 1I0 132 112 
1949 ............ 99 91 95 88 95 102 
1950 ............ 114 120 113 96 111 103 
1951... ......... 123 130 92 96 110 109 
1952 ............ 81 90 139 107 104 103 
1953 ........... .103 92 16 104 94 94 
1954 ............ 83 72 92 106 88 91 
1955 ............ 97 110 74 78 90 86 
1956 ............ 82 ll7 64 88 88 85 
1957 ............ 90 81 72 88 83 84 
for the period 1935-39 and 119 for the period 1940-44. 
In comparison, the average United States parity ratios 
(on a 1949-54 base) for the same periods were 71, 87 
and 102. Both series average 100 for the 1949-54 base 
period_ The large differences between the two series 
are due, in part, to yield fluctuations caused by weather 
variations. It appears, however, that the removal of 
these effects would show the parity returns indicators 
rising relative to the United States parity ratio. The dif-
ferences in results obtained by the parity returns con-
cept as compared with the parity price concept will 
be more evident when the parity returns prices of the 
next section are examined. 
PARITY RETURNS PRICES OF WHEAT 
The computation of parity returns prices for wheat 
proceeds as explained previously. The parity returns 
price of wheat is equal to parity gross income divided 
by the total output expressed in wheat value equiva-
lents. Total output was expressed in wheat value equiva-
lent!! by multiplying all quantities by their respective 
relative prices. The relative prices, the r's, are the quoti-
ent of the average price of the product during the pre-
ceding 10 years and the average price of wheat during 
the same period. The ~rQ for each area is expressed 
in terms of wheat at the winter wheat location. The 
quantities included in the l,rQ are the algebraic sum 
of sales, inventory changes, farm products used in the 
home and net purchases of grain and livestock. 
The wheat produced in the different areas are not 
identical products. The hard red winter wheat of the 
Southern Plains is used in bread and similar products 
requiring high-protein flour. Two types of wheat are 
produced in the Dakotas, hard red spring wheat for 
bread and durum wheat for macaroni. The soft white 
wheat of the Washington area is used primarily for 
pastries. The prices of hard winter wheat and spring 
wheat have moved in much the same manner, although 
the price of durum has improved somewhat relative 
to the other wheats. The price of soft white wheat in 
the wheat-pea area has risen relative to the price of 
winter wheat in the Southern Plains area, from 81 per-
cent of the hard winter price during the 5 years 1935-
39 to 97 percent during the 5 years 1953-57. 
One might easily treat these two types of wheat as 
two commodities. In this analysis, however, soft white 
wheat has been converted to wheat in the Southern 
Plains equivalents to allow comparisons of prices among 
areas. 
Computations of parity returns prices for wheat were 
made using current output, but are not included in 
this report. The parity returns prices were extremely 
variable, varying inversely with output. When current 
production, as expressed in ~rQ, was low, the parity 
returns price of wheat was high, since the parity gross 
income changes only slightly from year to year. These 
parity returns prices were over $3 per bushel in several 
years, and they were as high as $44 per bushel in the 
wheat-roughage-livestock area in 1936. Because of the 
erratic movement in parity returns prices obtained by 
use of current production, regression analysis was em-
ployed to remove year-to-year variations in output re-
sulting chiefly from variations in weather. The regres-
sion equations are presented in the appendix. 
First, an 'estimate of the yearly increase in the output-
input ratio (the l,rQ divided by the quantity of inputs) 
was computed. This increase, assumed to be the same 
in all the wheat areas, was about 2.1 percent of the 
mean per year for the period 1930-57. The trend value 
of the output-input ratio, multiplied by the quantity 
of inputs, furnishes an estimate of production under 
"average" weather conditions. This trend, l,rQ, and 
TABLE 12. PARITY RETURNS PRICES OF WHEAT COMPUTIm 
FROM TREND PRODUCTION BY AREAS. AND MOD-
ERNIZED PARITY PRICES OF WHEAT, 1949·54 RASE. 




Av. of n·c'd. b)' 
Wheat- areas Modern- larmers. 
Wheat- small lor wbich ized wintcr-
roughage- f~ik:- Winter Wheat data are parity wheat Year livestock wheat -pea available price area 
1930 ............ 1.56 1.53 1.52 1.54 1.16 0.69 
1931... ......... 1.32 1.29 1.31 1.31 0.96 0.37 
1932 ............ 1.14 1.09 1.14 1.12 0.80 0.33 
1933 ............ 1.02 0.97 0.99 0.99 0.76 0.62 
1934 ............ 1.11 1.07 1.08 1.09 0.86 0.81 
1935 ............ 1.11 1.05 1.05 0.95 1.04 0.89 0.88 
1936 ........... .1.08 1.05 1.04 0.94 1.03 0.87 0.97 
1937 ............ l.l6 1.12 1.10 1.01 1.10 0.92 1.08 
1938 ............ l.l2 l.l0 1.05 1.00 1.07 0.88 0.61 
1939 ............ 1.05 1.04 1.01 0.96 1.02 0.87 0.59 
1940 ........... .1.04 1.03 0.99 1.00 1.02 0.87 0.68 
1941... ......... 1.06 1.08 1.06 1.04 1.06 0.95 0.72 
1942 ........... .1.20 1.21 1.19 1.17 l.l9 1.10 1.00 
1943,.. ......... 1.31 1.34 1.29 1.30 1.31 1.24 1.28 
1944 ............ 1.40 1.42 1.38 1.37 1.39 1.28 1.43 
1945 ........... .1.41 1.44 1.40 1.39 1.41 1.31 1.46 
1946 ............ 1.46 1.41 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.42 1.71 
1947.. .......... 1.68 1.68 1.65 1.62 1.66 1.63 2.20 
1948 ........... .1.84 1.84 1.79 1.77 1.81 1.78 2.09 
1949 ........... .1.83 1.85 1.79 1.78 1.81 1.74 1.88 
1950 ........... .1.82 1.82 1.79 1.80 1.81 1.80 1.96 
195L ......... I.94 1.93 1.93 1.93 1.93 2.00 2.13 
1952 ............ 2.00 1.96 2.01 1.98 1.99 2.05 2.06 
1953 ........... .1.96 1.97 1.98 1.99 1.98 1.99 1.97 
1954 ........... .1.91 1.95 1.96 1.98 1.95 2.02 2.06 
1955 ........... .1.88 1.91 1.97 2.00 1.94 2.04 2.05 
1956 ............ 1.89 1.94 2.00 2.09 1.98 2.09 1.95 
1957 ............ 2.04 2.09 2.15 2.20 2.12 2.18 1.91 
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Fig. 4. Parity returns and modernized parity price of wheat compared 
with price received by farmers jn the winter wheat arca~ 1949·54 base. 
parity gross income were used to compute the parity 
returns prices shown in table 12. Minor adjustments 
were made in the base period ratio of farm to nonfarm 
labor returns to bring the area parity returns prices to 
the same level during the base period. 
Comparison of the parity returns prices and the 
modernized parity prices shows that the two series 
changed at different rates during the period of the 
study, parity returns prices decreasing relative to mod-
ernized parity prices. Figure 4 illustrates the trends of 
these price series. 
The area parity returns prices of wheat are a function 
of input prices and the output-input coefficients. Table 
13 presents the indexes of input prices, the index of 
hourly earnings of manufacturing workers and the 
United States index of prices paid by farmers. The 
input prices indexes were computed by dividing parity 
gross income, less purchases of grain and livestock, by 
the quantity of total inputs, less purchases of grain and 







1930 ................ 50 
193L. ............. 43 
1932 ................ 39 
1933 ................ 36 
1934 ................ 40 
1935 ................ 41 
1936 ................ 41 
1937 ................ 45 
1938 ................ 44 
1939 ................ 43 
1940 ................ 43 
1941... ............. 44 
1942 ................ 51 
1943 ................ 57 
1944 ................ 63 
1945 ............... 65 
1946 ................ 69 
1947 ............... 80 
1948 ................ 90 
1949 ................ 91 
1950 ................ 92 
1951... .. _ .......... 101 
1952 ................ 106 
1953 ......•......... 106 
1954 ................ 104 
1955 ................ 105 
1956 ................ 107 
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35 34 46 
35 34 46 
39 39 48 
39 39 46 
39 39 45 
41 41 46 
44 45 49 
51 53 56 
57 59 63 
62 63 67 
64 63 70 
69 67 76 
79 76 88 
87 84 95 
89 87 92 
92 91 94 
100 98 103 
105 103 105 
107 109 102 
108 112 103 
111 116 103 
118 122 105 
126 126 109 
livestock. The index of input prices for the wheat-pea 
area has risen relative to input prices in other areas. 
This change has occurred because of the greater im-
portance of operator and family labor (priced at a 
multiple of manufacturing earnings) in the input index 
for the wheat-pea area. 
In the short run, the area trend parity returns prices 
move quite closely with the index of input prices; i.e., 
when the index of prices paid increases, a similar change 
is found in the parity returns prices. Over the long run, 
however, the influence of technological change on the 
output-input ratio and, thus, on the parity returns prices 
becomes more important. Using the trend to construct 
the parity returns prices assumes that the annual in-
crease in output produced per unit of input was uni-
form over the period. This increase acts to lower the 
parity returns prices and is primarily responsible for the 
decrease in parity returns prices relative to modernized 
parity prices. 
APPLICATION TO COTTON 
The data for cotton are used as further empirical 
application of the procedures and computations set forth 
in the first part of this study. The data for two cotton 
areas, Southern Piedmont and Texas Black Prairie, are 
complete from 1930 to 1957. The data for one area, 
Texas High Plains (nonirrigated), commence with 1937. 
The data for three areas-Texas High Plains (irrigated), 
Mississippi Delta (large farms) and Mississippi Delta 
(small farms) -include only the years 1944 to 1957. 
The cotton data are unique in that, for two areas, data 
are compiled for two types of farms within one geo-
graphic area. 
The returns to operator and family labor in the cot-
ton areas, taken from data in the USDA reports, are 
shown in table 14. The returns to farm labor during 
the early 1930's were generally very low. Labor re-
turns in these areas show moderate year-to-year varia-
tion, except in the Texas High Plains (nonirrigated) 
area where rainfall limits production. Large differences 
in labor returns among types of farms are evident. For 
example, labor and management returns to operators 
in the Mississippi Delta (large farms) are approximately 
10 times as great as returns to operators in the South-
ern Piedmont area. 
PARITY RETURNS INDICATOR 
Parity gross income was computed for the six cotton 
areas using two base periods, 1937-41 and 1949-54. The 
ratios of hourly farm labor returns to hourly earnings 
of manufacturing workers for the six cotton areas are 
shown in table 15. The parity returns indicators (the 
ratio between actual gross income and parity gross in-
come) for the six cotton areas and the United States 
parity price ratio are shown in table 16. The differences 
in the level of the parity returns indicators computed on 
the two base periods is not as great for cotton as it is for 
the other commodities included in this study. 
Although the parity returns indicators differ consid-
erably from the United States parity ratio in individual 
years, there is little evidence of a trend in one series 
relative to the other. 
TABLE 14. HOURLY RETURN TO OPERATOR AND FAMILY LABOR 
ON COTTON FARMS COMPARED WITH HOURLY 
EARNINGS OF EMPLOYED PRODUCTION WORKERS 
IN MANUFACTURING.' 
Earnings 
High Plains Miss. Delta of manufac· 
So. Pied- Black Nonir- Irri- Large Small turing 
Year mont Prairie rigated gated farms farms workers 
1930 ............ $-0.01 $ 0.03 $0.55 
193L ......... -0.04- -0.06 0.52 
1932 ............ -0.03 -0.01 0.45 
1933 ............ 0.07 0.14 0.44 
1934 ............ 0.10 0.17 0.53 
1935 ............ 0.10 0.20 0.55 
1936 ............ 0.13 0.25 $0:56 0.56 1937 ............ 0.07 0.21 0.62 
1938 ............ 0.08 0.16 0.20 0.63 
1939 ............ 0.12 0.19 0.41 0.63 
1940 ............ 0.14 0.22 0.36 0.66 
1941.. .......... 0.12 0.33 1.09 0.73 
1942 ............ 0.27 0.34 1.40 0.85 
1943 ............ 0.25 0.52 1.73 $i:iig $2:61 0.96 1944 ............ 0.28 0.41 1.72 $0.41 1.02 
1945 ............ 0.32 0.43 0.52 0.51 2.10 0040 1.02 
1946 ............ 0.49 0.64 0.76 2.07 3.70 0.59 1.09 
1947 ............ 0.43 1.02 3.95 5.07 4.63 0.61 1.24 
1948 ............ 0.48 0.79 0.91 2.47 7.67 0.78 1.35 
1949 ............ 0.22 0.85 3.26 4.28 2.75 0.44 1.40 
1950 ............ 0.31 0.95 2.31 3.69 6.84 0.62 1.46 
195L. ......... 0.64 0.55 2.84 5.58 3.32 0.47 1.59 
1952 ............ 0.50 0.84 0.27 4.14 5.91 0.62 1.67 
1953 ............ 0.41 1.09 -1.18 2.32 5.72 0.65 1.77 
1954 ............ 0.26 0.33 1.37 4.04- 3.44 0.48 1.81 
1955 ............ 0.59 0.66 0.42 1.50 6.19 0.66 1.88 
1956 ............ 0.31 -O.n 0.41 3.77 3.79 0.53 1.98 
1957t .......... 0.33 0.18 2.23 3.07 0.82 0.24 2.07 
"Hourly returns to labor on farms obtained from: Goodsell, Wylie D. Costs 
and returns, commercial family-operated farms by ty(le and size. United 
States Department of Agriculture, Agr. Res. Servo Stat. Bul. 197, Agr. 
lnf. Bul. 158, Agr. InC. Bul. 176 and Agr. Inf. Bul. 176 (Rev. June 1958). 
Hourly returns to production workers in manufacturing obtained from: 
U. S. Dept. Commerce. Statistical Abstract of the United States. U. S. 
Govt. Print. Off., Wash., D.C. 1931-57. 
tPreliminary. 
PARITY RETURNS PRICES OF COTTON 
The computation of parity returns prices for cotton 
proceeds as before, the relative prices (r's) being estab-
lished by using the average cotton price as the divisor. 
Thus, the lrQ for the cotton areas represents the cur-
rent production per farm expressed in cotton value 
equivalents. The current quantity produced, Q, in-
cludes the quantity sold, the change in inventory and 
the quantity consumed in the home. The lO-year aver-
age market price of cotton in the Southern Piedmont 
area was used as a standard in computing the r'g for 
each area. Thus, the :SrQ for each cotton area is the 
total production per farm expressed in "cotton at the 
Southern Piedmont location" equivalents. 
The r's were established by use of the averages over 
the immediately preceding lO-year period, except for the 
first 10 years of data in each area (the years 1930 to 
1939 in the Southern Piedmont and Texas Black Prairie 
areas, 1937 to 1946 in the Texas High Plains, nonirri-
TABLE 15. RATIO OF RETURNS PER HOUR OF OPERATOR AND 
FAMILY LABOR TO THE HOURLY EARNINGS OF 
MANUFACTURING WORKERS. 
Base period 
Type of farming area 1937-41 19-19-54 
Southern Piedmont ........................................................................ 0.16 0.24 
Black Prairie, Texas .................................................................... 0.34 0.48 
High Plains, Texas (nonirrigatcd) .......................................... 0.80 0.92 
High Plains. Texas (irrigated) ................................................ .. 2.47 
~i:i:i~:i g:l: <t!~il) .. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : 5:: 
"Data not available. 
TABLE 16. PARITY RETURNS INDICATORS FOR THREE COTTON 
AREAS COMPARED WITH THE UNITED STATES 












1930 ...... 83 
1931... ... 73 
1932 ...... 70 
1933 ..... .101 
1934 ..... .103 
1935 ..... .103 
1936 ...... 110 
1937 ...... 94 
1938 ...... 9-1 
1939 ...... 104-
1940 ..... .107 
I 94L. .. .1 00 
1942 ...... 121 
1943 ..... .113 
1944 ...... 115 
1945 ...... 119 
1946 ...... 134 
1947 ...... 123 
1948 ..... .123 
1949 ..... .100 
1950 ...... 108 
195L. ... 127 
1952 ..... .115 
1953 ...... 108 
1954 ...... 98 
1955 ...... 117 
1956 ...... 99 
1957 ...... 100 
1930 ...... 77 
193L. ... 67 
1932 ...... 63 
1933 ...... 91 
1934 ...... 94 
1935 ...... 92 
1936 ..... .100 
1937 ...... 85 
1938. ..... 84 
1939 ...... 94 
1940 ...... 96 
1941... ... 89 
1942 ..... .109 
1943 ...... 102 
1944 ..... .104-
1945 ..... .108 
1946 ...... 122 
1947 ...... 112 
1948 ..... .112 
1949 ....•. 90 
1950 ...... 98 
195L. ... 1I7 
1952 ...... 106 
1953 ...... 99 
1954 ...... 90 
1955 ...... 107 
1956 ...... 90 






























































































































































































































































gated, area and 1944 to 1953 in the other three areas). 
In the Southern Piedmont and Texas Black Prairie 
areas, the r's for these years were established from the 
data for 1930-39 and are constant during those years. 
In the other areas, the r's for the first 10 years of data 
were assumed to move in the same manner as they 
moved in the Black Prairie and Piedmont areas. If the 
r's for relatively important products are changing rapid-
ly, parity returns prices in the different areas during 
the first years of data may not be completely compar-
able. The differences introduced by this method of 
computation do not appear to be very large, because 
of the importance of cotton in all areas. 
Gross income is composed of sales, inventory changes, 
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a rental allowance for the farm home, farm-produced 
food consumed in the home and direct government pay-
ments. Since the lrQ includes only sales, inventory 
changes, purchases of livestock and grain and farm-
produced food consumed in the home, the remaining 
components-the rental allowance for the farm home, 
purchases of grain and livestock and direct government 
payments-were subtracted from the parity gross in-
come before dividing by the current production lrQ 
to obtain the parity returns price of cotton. The parity 
returns price of cotton, together with the modernized 
parity price of cotton28 and the price received by farmers 
in Southern Piedmont area, are shown in table 17. 
There are considerable variations In the parity re-
turns price of cotton computed from the current produc-
tion lrQ. One notes that the parity returns price for 
some years may be at a high level in one area and at a 
low level in another area. The most obvious is the year 
1953 in which the parity returns price varied from a 
low of $.0.29 per pound in the Texas Black Prairie area 
to the extremely high price of $1.12 per pound in the 
High Plains (nonirrigated) area (using the 1949-54 
base period). The fluctuations in the lrQ and, hence 
in the parity returns prices, are due in part to weather 
effects. Areas other than the non irrigated High Plains 
are not troubled so much with lack of rainfall, but in 
all areas variations in yields can be explained to some 
extent by variations in rainfall and temperature. 
Multiple regressions were computed for all areas us-
ing the ratio of lrQ to inputs as the dependent variable 
and using time and weather variables as independent 
variables. In no area did the multiple regression yield 
a significant coefficient for time. In two cases (the 
Black Prairie and Mississippi Delta, small farms), the 
time trend was slightly negative. In the other areas, 
the coefficient was a small positive value. Therefore, 
it was assumed that the output-input ratio remained 
constant in all areas during the periods studied. Esti-
mated production under average conditions then was 
obtained by multiplying the average output-input ratio 
by the current quantity of inputs. 
The lack of an upward or downward trend in the 
output-input ratio is in contrast with the marked de-
cline that becomes evident in the production inputs per 
bale of cotton and the parity price for cotton when an 
efficiency modifier IS introduced into the formula. 2H 
The chief reason for the difference between the be-
havior of the parity returns price and the other measures 
which reflect changes in output-input ratios is that the 
parity returns prices refer to the same relatively small 
and homogeneous cotton areas over the period 1930-57, 
in each of which the changes in technology were not 
great. The other measures cover the whole country, 
however, and reflect the shift in cotton production that 
took place from the old eastern "high-cost" areas to the 
"low-cost" western (particularly irrigated) areas. 
An adjusted parity gross income was obtained by 
subtracting house rent and purchases of grain and live-
stock from the parity gross income and dividing this 
adjusted parity gross income by the estimated lrQ to 
:!8A method analogous to that whi-ch \vas uSl'd to compute the modernized 
parity price of corn was uscd to compute the modcrnized parity price of 
cotton. The modernized parity price lS for the Southern Piedmont area. 
~9U. S. Congress. Senate. Report on various methods of supporting the 
price of colton. 85th Cong., 1st , .. s., S. Doc. 12. pp. 15·16. 1957. 
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TABLE 17. AREA PARITY RETURNS PRICES OF COTTON AND 
MODERNIZED PARITY PRICES OF COTTON, IN DOL· 
LARS PER POUND. 
1930 .... 0.138 
1931....0.105 
1932 .... 0.113 
1933 .... 0.091 
1934 .. _0.123 
1935 .... 0.105 
1936 .... 0.118 
1937 .... 0.106 
1938 .... 0.104 
1939 .... 0.092 
1940 .... 0.093 
1941....0.156 
1942 .... 0.146 
1943....0.194 
1944 .... 0.187 
1945 .... 0.190 
1946 .... 0.223 
1947 .... 0.263 
1948 .... 0.249 
1949 .... 0.281 
1950 .... 0.306 
195L.O.281 
1952 .... 0.323 
1953 .... 0.300 
1954 .... 0.347 
1955 .... 0.270 
1956 .... 0.326 









































































































































1930 .... 0.150 
193L.O.116 
1932 .... 0.126 
1933....0.103 
1934 .... 0.138 
1935 .... 0.119 
1936 .... 0.133 
1937 .... 0.119 
1938. ... 0.121 
1939 .... 0.105 
1940 .... 0.105 
1941....0.179 
1!l42 .... 0.16S 
1943....0.218 
1944 .... 0.209 
1945 .... 0.211 
1946 .... 0.246 
1947 .... 0.292 
1948 .... 0.275 
1949 .... 0.314 
1950 .... 0.342 
195L.0.309 
1952 .... 0.354 
1953....0.328 
1954....0.382 
1955 .... 0.296 
1956 .... 0.361 




















































































































































give the parity returns price of cotton shown in table 
18. Minor adjustments were made in the base period 
ratio of farm labor returns to manufacturing earnings 
so that the average of the parity returns prices for the 
base period would be the same in all areas. 
The modernized parity price fell relative to the par-
ity returns price until 1940. After that time, the two 
parity price series moved in much the same manner 
(fig. 5). Most of the movements in modernized parity 
prices relative to parity returns prices can be explained 
by the movements in market prices which were induced 
by shifts in demand. 
TABI,g lB. PARITY RETURNS PRICES OF COTTON COMPUTED FROM AVERAGE PRODUCTION BY AREAS AND MODERNIZED PARITY 





















So. Pied· pa~ity 
mont area prIce 
.---_. __ ._--------------------------------------
--_ .. _--
1930 ...................... 0.146 
1931... .................... 0.121 
1932......... . .... 0.103 
1933 ......... _ ............ 0.107 
1934..... ....... 0.129 
1935... . ........ 0.130 
1936-. .................. 0.128 
1937., ..................... 0.136 
1938_ ................... _ .. 0.133 
193L.... . ... 0.136 
1940...... . .... 0.138 
1941.... . .... 0.152 
1942.-._ ................... 0.187 
1943-.. .................... 0.209 
1944...... . ...... 0.225 
1945 ....................... 0.235 
1946 ....................... 0.263 
1947 ........................ 0.287 
1948._ ...................... 0.310 
1949._.. . ........ 0.302 
1950.... . ... n.3\) 
1951.... . .......... 0.351 
1952..-...... '" .......... 0.358 
195L .................... 0.355 
1954 ................... 0.354 
1955.............. . .. _ .. 0.374 
1956....... . ..... 0.372 
































































The prices of cotton were high, relative to the prices 
of other farm products, during the 1920's, low during 
the 1930's and high during the 1940's and 1950's. The 
adjusted base price of cotton lIsed in constructing the 
modernized pari ty price ( the average price of the pre· 
ceding 10 years divided by the corresponding lO-year 
average of the index of prices received) reflects (with 
a time lag) these movements in relative market prices. 
Thus, the adjusted base price was about 13 cents per 
pound in 1930, fell to under 10 cents by 1940 and then 
trended upward to date. In 1957, this adjusted base 
price again was approximately 13 cents per pound. These 
movements in the adjusted base price arc reflected in thc 
movements of the modernized parity price of cotton 
relative to other modernized parity prices. 
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Fig. 5. Parity returns price and modernized parity pricl~ of cotton com~ 
pa~red with price received hy farmers for ('otton in tht' SOlltht'rn Piedmont 



















































































0.331 0.360 (J.:l23 0.371 
also used in the computation of parity returns prices. 
The greater relative importance of cotton in the parity 
returns computations, however, means that shifts in 
relative prices have less effect on the parity returns 
prices than on the modernized parity prices. Cotton 
has a weight of 8.3 percentage points in the United 
States prices-received index. If a similar index were 
computed for the cotton areas studied, cotton would 
have a weight of approximately 80 percentage points. 
Thus, the ratio found by dividing the United States 
market price of cotton by the United States prices-
received index would show much greater variation than 
would a similar ratio constructed for one of the cotton 
areas. This explains why the modernized parity price of 
cotton shows wide movements relative to the parity re-
turns price.30 
There appears to be little difference in the movement 
over time of the various area parity returns prices. Writ-
. . . ::SP"ql 
mg the panty returns pnce as ::sr(;f • 
~ 
"'P'lI I and reo 
::Sp"q, 
membering that the ratio ::SrQ/::Spoql was assumed con-
stant, one sees that the parity returns price of cotton 
moved in direct proportion to input prices (table 19). 
"'The reader will note that the 3\'CI"agc modernized parity pdce lies belo\\' 
the a .... erage parity returns price. which in turn, lIes below the averagr 
Inarket price during the ba~e p{'riocl. Th~ modernized parity price is 10\,< 
because of the U!oiC of averag{" prices of the prrcl'ding 10 years in its con-
strpction. Since cotton prices have ,been trending upward relative tu other 
prices, the average over the prrcedlng 10 years undcrvalut·s cotton rclath'c 
to 'Current rdatiomihips. A similal' a"rgumc-nt holds for the parity returns 
prices, but the effect. is not as strong, because of the grrater rdative 
Importance of cotton 1I1 tht! area parity returns computations. 
There are additional reasons why a"'eragc parity returns prices and 
market prices may diverge during the base period. The estimated pro· 
tinction may differ from actual prorJuction either in average magnitude or 
distribution over the p~riod. If estimated production is low relative to 
actual IlI"oduction during the early part of the base period and high rela· 
tivC' to the average during the later part of the. period, this tends to 
lower the a\"("l'agc parity r{'t11t"IlS price h(",~aut'lc o( the 11pward tr('nrl ill 
input prirt's. 
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TABLE 19. PRICE INDEXES, 1949·54 := 100. 
Input prices Hourly Prices pd. carn- by farmers 
South· ings of including 
ern Non- employd. interest, 
Pied· Black irri- Irri- Lar'ge Small mfg. taxes and 
Yeal- mont Prairie gated gated farms fanns workers \\-'age rates 
1930 ........ __ .. 43 48 34 55 
193L ......... 36 40 32 48 
Em ............ 30 34 28 41 
1933 ............ 31 32 27 40 
1934 ............ 38 39 33 44 
1935 ............ 38 40 34 46 
1936 ............ 38 39 
--40 34 46 1937 ............ 40 41 39 48 
1938. ........... 39 41 41 39 46 
1939 ............ 40 41 41 39 45 
1940 ............ 41 42 42 41 46 
194L ......... 45 47 46 45 49 
1942 ............ 55 54 52 53 56 
1943 ............ 61 60 60 59 63 
1944 ............ 66 66 65 65 66 66 63 67 
1945 ............ 69 66 67 66 69 67 63 70 
1946,........... 78 73 73 73 82 73 67 76 
1947 ............ 85 83 84 83 87 82 76 88 
1948. ........... 92 88 90 90 93 91 84 95 
1949 ........ : ... 90 91 92 92 89 90 87 92 
1950 ............ 93 93 94 94 97 93 91 94 
195L ......... 103 103 100 102 102 101 98 103 
1952... ........ .105 105 104 105 106 101- 103 105 
1953", ........ .1 04 101- 109 104 102 105 109 102 
1954 ........... .101- 106 101 103 105 107 112 103 
195L ........ .I1O 106 105 105 101- 106 116 103 
1956 ............ 110 112 109 108 109 108 122 105 
1957 ............ 117 119 117 119 116 115 126 109 
APPLICATION TO MILK 
Data for four dairy areas are included in the "Costs 
and Returns" publications of the USDA. These areas 
are the Central Northeast, dairy-hog, Eastern Wiscon-
sin and Western Wisconsin. Data for two of these (the 
Central Northeast and dairy-hog) are available at the 
present time and are included here. The Central North-
east area is located in New York and adjacent states, 
while the dairy-hog area is in Minnesota. Specific 
boundaries are given in fig. 2. 
Table 20 can be used to compare hourly returns to 
operator and family labor in the two dairy-farm areas 
with the earnings of manufacturing workers. One sees 
that farm labor returns were low during the decade of 
the 1930's (negative in some of the early years of this 
period). The nature of the change in relationship be-
tween labor returns on dairy farms and earnings of em-
ployed manufacturing workers can be illustrated by a 
few averages. The average hourly returns to labor in 
dairy farming from 1930 to 1939 were $0.09 in the 
Central Northeast and $0.06 in the dairy-hog areas, 
while the average hourly earnings of employed manu-
facturing workers for the same period were $0.55. The 
averaae hourly farm labor returns from 1945 to 1954 
were $0.73 in the Central Northeast dairy area and $0.69 
in the dairy-hog area, while employed manufactur~ng 
workers received an average of $1.44 per hour dUrIng 
the same period. Labor returns in the dairy areas thus 
averaged 49 percent of the earnings of manufacturing 
workers during this latter period, as compared with 14 
percent during the earlier period. A second interesting 
point illustrated in this table is the relatively uniform 
manner in which returns to labor rise and fall in the 
two dairy areas. After 1939, the level of the returns to 
labor is very similar in the two areas. 
The ratios of hourly farm labor returns to hourly 
earnings of manufacturing workers for the two periods 
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TABLE 20. HOURLY RETURNS TO OPERATOR AND FAMILY 
LABOR ON DAIRY FARMS COMPARED WITH HOURLY 





1930.............. . ...... $ 0.15 
1931... __ .............. __ ...... 0.07 
1932 __ . __ ..................... __ -0.01 
1933", ......................... 0.02· 
1934...................... 0.02 
1935............................ 0.16 
1936 ............ __ .............. 0.12 
1937 __ .. __ ...................... 0.16 
1938. ....................... __ .. 0.13 
1939 ....... __ ... ____ ......... __ 0.08 
1940. __ .. __ . __ . __ ............... 0.20 
1941... ............... __ ........ 0.25 
1942 ................ __ ......... 0.46 
1943 ................ __ .......... 0.46 
1944-............................ 0.52 
1945................. .......... 0.64 
1946 ____ .. __ .................... 0.8\ 
1947 ....... _ ................... 0.71 
1948............................ 0.98 
1949 .......... __ .... 0.53 
1950 ...... __ . __ .. __ . __ .. __ .... __ 0.64 
1951............................ 0.89 
1952 ........ __ .................. 0.74 
1953 ........................... 0.62 
1954 ................... __ . 0.69 
1955............................ 0.80 
1956 .......... __ ....... __ ....... 0.73 





























































·Hourly returns to labor On fanns obtained from: Goodsell, Wylie D. 
Costs and returns, commercial family-operated farms by type and size. 
United States Department of Agriculture, Agr. Res. Servo Stat. BuI. 197, 
Agr. Inf. BuI. 158, Agr. Inf. Bul. 176 and Agr. InL BuI. 176 (Rev. 
June 1958). • . 
Hourly returns to produdion workers in manufacturmg obtaIned from: 
U. S. Dept. Commerce. Statistical Abstract of the United States. U. S. 
Govt. Print. Off., Wash., D.C. 1931·57. 
tPreliminary. 
1937-41 and 1949-54 are shown in table 21. The re-
turns to operator and family labor were considerably 
higher relative to manufacturing earnings during the 
latter period. 
PARITY RETURNS INDICATOR 
With the use of the definitions and procedures estab-
lished in previous sections of this study, parity returns 
indicators were calculated using 1937-41 and 1949-54 
as base periods. The parity returns indicator (the ratio 
between actual gross income and parity gross income 
expressed in percentages) is shown in table 22. The 
effect of using two different base periods can be seen 
by observing that the parity returns indicator based on 
the 1937-41 period is considerably higher than the indi-
cator constructed on the 1949-54 base period. 
Careful observation reveals a slight upward trend in 
the parity returns indicator for the dairy-hog area rela-
tive to the United States parity price ratio over the 
period. The parity returns indicator for the Central 
Northeast dairy area, however, shows no significant trend 
up or down relative to the United States parity price 
ratio, but does show less variation in level. 
TABLE 21. RATIO OF RETURNS PER HOUR OF OPERATOR AND 
FAMILY LABOR TO THE HOURLY EARNINGS OF 
MANUFACTURING WORKERS. 
Base period 
Area 1937-41 1949-54 
Central Northeast ............................................ 0.25 




TABLE 22. PARITY RETURNS INDICATORS FOR DAIRY AREAS COMPARED WITH UNITED STATES PARITY PRICE RATIO. 
1937-41 base 
U.S. parity 
Central Av. of pnce 
Nor-th· Dairy· two ratIO 1937· 
Year cast hog areas 41 = 100 
1930 ................................ 102 85 94 98 
1931 ................................ 92 64 78 79 
1932 ................................ 80 63 72 68 
1933 ................................ 86 67 76 76 
1934 ................................ 85 49 67 88 
1935 ................................ 103 103 103 104 
1936 ................................ 98 95 96 J08 
1937 ................................ 100 J03 102 110 
1938. ............................... 97 93 95 92 
1939 ................................ 91 95 93 91 
1940 ............................... .104 93 98 95 
1941... ............................ .107 114 110 110 
1942 ................................ 123 128 126 124 
1943... ............................ .119 125 122 133 
1944 ................................ 120 118 119 128 
1945 ................................ 129 127 128 129 
1946 ................................ 136 136 136 134 
1947 ................................ 124 124 124 136 
1948. ............................... 135 135 135 130 
1949 ................................ 110 110 110 U8 
1950 ................................ 114 106 Ito 119 
1951 ............................... .122 125 124 126 
1952 ................................ 113 120 116 118 
1953 ................................ 107 112 110 109 
1954,.. ............................. 110 103 J08 105 
1955 ............................... .114 
-
103 108 100 
1956 ........................ " ..... .110 106 108 97 
1957 ................................ 115 101 108 100 
PARITY RETURNS PRICES OF MILK 
The parity returns prices of milk were obtained by 
dividing parity gross income by output per farm ex-
pressed in milk equivalents (~rQ). The r's were estab-
lished from lO-year moving averages. In dairy areas, 
purchases of grain and hay were treated as expenses 
and included in the parity gross income. 
An adjustment was made in the parity returns prices 
between dairy areas to compensate for the differential 
1949-54 base 
U.S. parity 
Central Av. of pnce 
North- Dalry~ two raho 1949. 
east bog ar~a5 54 = 100 
--~------
91 75 83 85 
81 57 69 68 
71 55 63 59 
76 58 67 65 
75 42 58 76 
91 83 90 90 
87 82 84 94 
119 88 88 95 
85 80 82 80 
80 III 80 78 
92 80 86 83 
94 97 96 95 
108 109 108 107 
104 107 106 115 
106 101 104 110 
114 109 112 III 
121 118 120 115 
110 108 109 117 
120 118 119 112 
97 96 96 102 
101 93 97 103 
109 1lI lJO 109 
tOl 106 104 103 
95 99 97 94 
97 93 95 91 
100 91 96 86 
96 93 94 85 
lot 89 95 84 
in location. This was done by taking the absolute dif-
ference hetween the market prices in the two areas and 
adding it to the parity returns price in the dairy-hog 
area. This adjusted the parity returns prices in the 
dairy-hog area to the Central Northeast price level. 
The absolute difference was used to adjust the prices 
in the case of milk, rather than the relative difference 
(as in the case of the other commodities), because of 
the wide spread in market prices between the two widely 
separated areas. 
TABLE 23. DAIRY AREA PARITY RETURNS PRICES OF :\fILK AND MODERNIZED PARITY PRICES OF l\IILK, IN DOLLARS PER 100 
POUNDS. 
1937-41 base 1949-54 base 
.--------~-.-
Market 
Central Av. of ~fodern- Central Av. of 
price 
Central Modern-
North- Dairy- two ilcd l?anty North- Dairy- 1\\'0 North- ized parity Year east hog areas pr1ce cast hog areas cast prIce 
1930 ........................ 2.32 2.46 2.39 2.25 2.59 2.70 2.64 2.40 2.61 
1931 ........................ 1.96 2,39 2.18 1.97 2.22 2.65 2.44 t.a2 2.29 
1932 ........................ 1.68 1.92 I.BO 1.71 1.89 2.11 2.00 1.3() 1.98 
1933 ........................ 1.66 1.80 1.73 1.68 1.87 2.00 1.94 1.43 1.94 
1934 ........................ 1.91 2.28 2.10 1.85 2.16 2.59 2.38 1.69 2.15 
1935 ........................ 1.77 1.86 1.82 1.95 2.00 2.09 2.04 1.84 2.26 
1936 ........................ 2.00 2.09 2.04 1.97 2.25 2.36 2.30 1.95 2.211 
1937 ........................ 1.94 2.02 1.98 2.08 2.20 2.28 2.24 1.96 2.40 
1938 ........................ 1.89 2.01 1.95 1.92 2.16 2.27 2.22 1.79 2.23 
1939 ........................ 1.99 1.81 1.90 1.91 2.27 2.05 2.16 I. 79 2.22 
1940 ........................ 1.89 1.88 1.88 1.94 2.16 2.12 2.14 2.00 2.25 
1941 ........................ 2.16 1.99 2.08 2.08 2.46 2.26 2.36 2.36 2.41 
1942 ........................ 2.24 2.19 2.22 2.36 2.57 2.49 2.53 2.80 2.74 
1943 ........................ 2.77 2.53 2.65 2.63 3.18 2.81l 3.0.1 3.26 3.04 
1944 ........................ 2.71 2.61 2.66 2.74 3.14 2.98 3.06 3.43 3.18 
1945 ........................ 2.55 2.59 2.57 2.85 2.96 2.93 2.96 3.44 3.30 
1946 ........................ 2.95 2.84 2.90 3.10 3.37 3.20 3.28 4.29 3.59 
1947 ........................ 3.63 3.46 3.54 3.60 4.12 3.88 4.00 4.54 4.1i 
1948 ........................ 3.83 3.61 3.72 3.89 4.33 4.01 4.17 5.29 U() 
1949 ........................ 3.96 3.68 3.82 3.77 4.5\ 4.08 4.30 4.27 4.37 
1950 ........................ 3.68 3.89 3.78 3.81 4.17 4.30 4.24 4.06 4.41 
1951 ........................ 3.94 3.95 3.94 4.12 4,45 4.33 4.39 4.63 4.78 
1952 ........................ 4.25 3.96 4.W 4.12 4.76 4.33 4.54 4.83 4.77 
1953 ........................ 3.93 4.04 3,98 3.96 4.45 4.42 4.44 4.35 4.58 
1954 ........................ 3.74 3.98 3.86 3.96 4.27 4.36 4.32 4.36 4.58 
1955 ........................ 3.65 3.88 3.76 3.96 4.18 4.25 4.22 4.W 4.58 
1956 ....................... .3.82 3.89 3.86 4.03 4.38 4.26 4.32 4.34- 4.67 
1957 ........................ 3.90 4.47 4.18 4.16 4.46 4.66 1.56 4.66 4.82 
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The rental allowance for the home, dairy subsidies 
and other direct government payments were deducted 
from parity gross income, and the remaining parity gross 
income divided by the ~rQ to obtain the parity returns 
prices of milk. The parity returns prices of milk, com-
puted with current production quantities, are presented 
in table 23. The modernized parity price and market 
price of milk in the Central Northeast area are in-
cluded for comparison. The modernized parity price 
of milk for the Central Northeast was computed by 
methods analogous to those explained previously. 
The year-to-year variations in the parity returns prices 
were greater in the Central Northeast area during the 
last 7 years of the period studied than they were in the 
dairy-hog area. They were also greater than the varia-
tions in the modernized parity prices. In the previous 
years, however, there was no marked general difference 
in the annual price variations in one area compared with 
the other, or with modernized parity prices. The wider 
price variations in the Central Northeast area during the 
latter years resulted mainly from the variations in the 
prices of inputs. 
For the United States as a whole, the price of milk 
has been trending downward relative to other prices. 
This means that the moving average of parity prices 
tends to overvalue milk relative to the current price situ-
ation. Hence, the modernized parity price is above the 
market price during the base period; i.e., $4.58 com-
pared with $4.42 per 100 pounds. 
Total production in the dairy areas moves in a rela-
tively smooth trend when compared with the fluctua-
tions in production evidenced in other areas, indicating 
that weather has a much smaller effect on total produc-
tion in the dairy areas. Therefore, no attempt was made 
to include a weather variable when estimating a trend 
production (:~rQ). The regression model r; = a + 
bX~ is used, where ~l is the ratio of ~rQ to inputs 
and X 2 is time. Inputs are computed by modifying the 
Goodsell index as described in the appendix. The fol-
lowing correlation coefficients of determination, r2, were 
obtained: Central Northeast area, 0.71 and dairy-hog 
~~ ~~ ~ ~~~ g 
~ 5.00 PARITy PRICE S.oo ~ 
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1930 1932 1934 1936 19;58 1940 1942 1'944 1946 1948 19S0 1952 19~4 1956 19~B 1980 tn 
YEAR 
Fig. 6. Parity l'etUI'I15 pri"" and modernized parity price of milk com-
pared with priel' I'('('('i\'("d hy fal'nlt'l's for mil~ in the Central Northr3st 
• n", 1949-54 bast·. 
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area, 0.83. The average ratio of ~rQ to inputs for the 
28 years 1930-57 was approximately 0.24 and 0.30 for 
the Central Northeast and dairy-hog areas, respectively. 
The estimated time trend in this ratio was about 0.0025 
per year in the Central Northeast area and about 0.0056 
per year in the dairy-hog area. 
The parity returns prices of milk shown in table 24 
and fig. 6 were computed by dividing parity gross in-
come by the trend ~rQ. The trend ~rQ is obtained by 
multiplying the quantity of inputs by the trend esti-
mate of the output-input ratio. Direct government pay-
ments were subtracted from the parity gross income, 
since ~rQ was computed as a function of all inputs 
which make up the parity gross income. 
Table 25 shows the input price indexes for each area, 
along with the United States parity indexes and the 
index of earnings of manufacturing workers with 1949-
54 as a base period. It can be seen that the area in-
dexes of input prices increased slightly relative to the 
United States parity index. The price indexes agree 
closely between areas, although it is possible that there 
was a slight increase in the dairy-hog area relative to 
the Northeast area. 
COMPARISON OF RESULTS FOR 
THE DIFFERENT PRODUCTS 
This section compares the results obtained in the pre-
ceding commodity sections. 
PARITY RETURNS INDICATOR 
The annual parity returns indicators for wheat, fo[, 
cotton, for com and for dairy areas are compared with 
the United States parity price ratio in table 26. This 
table shows that over the period 1930-57, exceot for 
the dairy areas, the parity returns indicators display 
more year-to-year variation than the United States 
TARLE 24. PARITY RETURNS PRICES OF MILK BY AREAS COM-
PUTED FROM TREND PRODUCTION AND MODERN_ 
IZED PARITY PRICES OF MILK, 1949-54 BASE IN 
DOLLARS PER 100 POUNDS. • 
===~~========~==~======= Cenh'al Av. of Modern- Market price North- Dairy- two izcd in Central Veal' east bog areas parity price Northeast 
1930 ............ 2.84 3.01 2.92 2.6\ 2.40 1931.. .......... 2.38 2.69 2.54 2.29 1.82 
1932 ............ 1.95 2.33 2.14 1.98 1.30 
1933 ............ 1.84 2.12 1.98 1.94 1.43 
1934 ............ 2.04 2.30 2.17 2.15 1.69 
1935 ............ 2.09 2.3\ 2.20 2.26 1.84 
1936 ............ 2.09 2.31 2.20 2.28 1.95 
1937 ............ 2.28 2.46 2.37 2.40 1.96 
1938 ............ 2.16 2.39 2.28 2.23 1.79 
1939 ............ 2.13 2.32 2.22 2.22 1.79 
1940 ............ 2.\8 2.32 2.25 2.25 2.00 
1941 ............ 2.32 2.40 2.36 2.4\ 2.36 
1942 ............ 2.64 2.66 2.65 2.74 2.80 
1943 ............ 2.96 2.92 2.94 3.04 3.26 
\944 ............ 3.2\ 3.08 3.14 3.18 3.43 
1945 ............ 3.22 3.11 3.16 3.30 3.44 
1946 ............ 3.49 3.27 3.38 3.59 4.29 
1947 ............ 3.94 3.63 3.78 4.17 4.54 
1948 ............ 4.23 3.98 4.10 4.50 5.29 
1949 ............ 4.13 4.06 4.10 4.37 4.27 
1950 ............ 4.10 4.16 4.13 4.41 4.06 
1951... ......... 4.40 4.41 4.40 4.78 4.63 
1952 .......... ..4.67 4.54 4.60 4.77 4.83 
1953 .......... ..4.54 4.54 4.54 4.58 4.35 
1954 ............ 4.45 4.53 4.49 4.58 4.36 
\955 .......... ..4.43 4.55 4.49 4.58 4.40 
1956 .......... ..4.52 4.66 4.59 4.67 4.M 
1957 .......... ..4.75 5.06 4.90 4.82 4.66 
--~--.--- .. 
---- "-- --- .. ~------
TABLE 25. PRICE INDEXES FOR DAIRY AREAS AND MANUFAC. 
TURING EARNINGS COMPARED WITH UNITED STATES 
INDEX OF PRICES PAID BY FARMERS, 1949·54 = 100. 
Input prices 
Central Dairy· 
Year Northeast hog 
1930 ............ 52 
1931... ......... 44 
1932... ......... 36 
1933... ......... 35 
1934... ......... 39 
1935... ......... 41 
1936 ............ 41 
1937... ....... __ 45 
1938... ....... __ 43 
1939 .......... __ 43 
1940 .. ____ ...... 45 
1941... __ ....... 48 
1942 .. __ .... __ .. 55 
1943. ____ ..... __ 62 
1944 ..... ______ . 68 
1945,.. .. __ ..... 69 
1946 ............ 75 
1947 .... ____ .. __ 86 
1948 ______ ...... 93 
1949 __ ........ __ 92 
1950 __ ........ __ 92 
1951.... ____ ... .100 
1952 ____ ....... .107 
1953 __ ........ __ 105 
1954 ............ 104-
1955 ..... __ ... __ 1 05 
1956 ________ ... .1 08 
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parity price ratio. This is a direct result of the fact that 
the parity returns indicators reflect changes in the out-
put-input ratios as well as changes in prices, and of the 
fact that the parity returns indicators are computed for 
relatively small areas. The year-to-year variation in the 
parity returns indicator is particularly marked for the 
wheat areas where the year-to-year variation in yields 
is large. 
The parity returns indicators for the corn and wheat 
areas rose nearly 20 points relative to the United States 
parity price ratio over the period studied. Although in-
put prices in these areas rose relative to the United 
States index of prices paid, sizable improvements in the 
rate at which inputs were transformed into outputs 
resulted in the upward trend of the parity returns indi-
cator relative to the parity price ratio. 
TABLE 26. PARITY RI,TURNS INDICATORS, 1949·54 == 100. 
Corn Wheal Cotton Milk U. S. parity 
Year areas atl"as areas al-('38 price ratio 
1930 ______ 
... _----- 64 68 73 83 85 
193L. __ .......... 55 43 60 69 68 
1932 ............ __ .. 48 39 60 63 59 
1933 ................ 44- 32 88 67 65 
1934 ................ 34- 28 90 58 76 
1935 ..... __ .... __ ... 87 66 90 90 90 
1936 ....... __ ....... 60 48 99 84 94 
1937 ........... __ . __ 94 62 91 88 !l5 
1938 .......... __ .... 77 57 79 82 80 
1939 ................ 78 67 89 80 i8 
1940 ................ 76 76 89 86 83 
194L ............. n 116 103 96 95 
1942 ............... 112 141 110 108 107 
1943... ............ 110 140 113 106 115 
1944 ................ 100 134- 104- 104- 110 
1945 ................ 102 133 91 112 111 
1946. __ ............. 128 147 108 120 115 
1!147 ................ 105 171 125 109 117 
1948 ........... __ ... 128 132 108 119 112 
1949 .......... __ .... 104- 95 105 96 102 
1950 ..... __ ...... __ .102 111 110 97 103 
195L ..... __ . __ ... 109 110 106 110 109 
1952 ............ __ .. 101 104 98 104- 103 
1953 ................ 90 !J4 88 97 !J4 
1954... ... __ ........ 93 88 91 95 91 
1955 ................ i9 90 92 96 86 
1956 ........ __ ...... 86 88 83 94 85 
1957 .......... __ .... 83 83 84 95 84 
TABLI, 2i. MODERNIZED PARITY PRICES OF CORN. WHEA'i', 
COTTON AND MIL~~ AS A PERCENT OF THE COR· 
RESPONDING PARITy RETURNS PRICE. 
Year 
1930 ........................ 75 
1931... ... __ ................ 73 
1932 .......... __ ............ 77 
1933... ........... __ ........ 85 
1934 ... __ ................... 83 
1935 ... __ ................... 88 
1936. __ .... __ ........... __ .. 88 
1937 ........................ 90 
1938 .............. __ ........ 91 
1939 ........................ 92 
1940 .. __ ...... ____ .......... 89 
194L .... __ ............... 89 
1942 ........................ 90 
1943 .. __ .................... 94 
1944 ................... __ ... 94 
1945 .................... __ .. 96 
1946 .............. __ ........ 99 
1947 ........................ 100 
1948 ........................ 101 
1949 ....... ____ ............. 101 
1950 ........................ 101 
1951 ........................ 103 
1952 ........................ 101 
1953 ..... __ ................. 100 
1954 ........................ 101 
1955 ......... __ ............. 101 
1956 .... __ .................. 101 

























































































The ratio of output per unit of input in the dairy 
areas also increased, but the ratio of prices received to 
prices paid declined relative to the United States parity 
price ratio. These two trends tended to offset each other, 
with the result that the parity returns indicators in these 
areas moved in much the same manner as the United 
States parity ratio. After 1952, the parity returns indi-
cator rose (relatively) about 10 points. 
There appeared to be little change in the output-in-
put ratios in the cotton areas during the period studied. 
Likewise, the ratio of prices received to input prices dis-
played no long-time trend relative to the United States 
price ratio. 
PARITY RETURNS PRICES 
Table 27 and fig. 7 show a comparison of modern-
ized parity prices with the parity returns prices for the 
four products. Four pairs of lines would be too much 
to show on one chart. So in fig. 7, the modernized 




































Fig. 7. ~(odcrnizt·d parity price as a 1)(11 ct~nt of parity rctll .. n~ price u[ 
Curll. wheat, cotton and milk. 
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of the corresponding parity returns price for that prod-
uct. The four then can be compared. 
There is a definite upward trend in the modernized 
parity prices of wheat and corn relative to the parity 
returns prices. The modernized parity price of wheat in-
creased 28 percent relative to the parity returns price 
during the 28 years studied, while the percentage change 
was 23 percent for corn. The modernized parity price 
of cotton fell more than 40 percent relative to the parity 
returns price until 1940; after that time, the trend rose 
about 10 percent. 
To the extent to which changes in the parity returns 
prices measure changes in costs of production, it ap-
pears that changes in modernized parity prices rose 
significantly relative to changes in costs during this pe-
riod. The quantity of inputs required to produce a 
bushel of corn or wheat or 100 pounds of milk defi-
nitely decreased during the period studied. No such im-
provement was observable in cotton production. 
Introduction of earnings of employed manufacturing 
workers into the index of input prices caused the index 
of input prices to increase relative to the United States 
prices-paid index. In the wheat and corn areas, the in-
dex of output per unit of input increased faster than 
the relative rise of input prices, resulting in the fall of 
parity returns prices relative to modernized parity. In 
the dairy areas, output per unit of input increased at a 
slower rate, hence, parity returns prices and modernized 
parity prices diverged less. 
Market prices are more important in determining the 
level of modernized parity prices than of parity returns 
prices. The ratio of market price to prices received for 
all commodities for the preceding 10 years is used in 
both computations. In the modernized parity calcula-
tions, "all" commodities means those included in the 
United States prices-received index, while in the parity 
returns formula, "all" refers only to those commodities 
produced in that particular area. Thus, for example, 
the ratio of the prices received for corn to the index of 
prices received can be expected to vary less in the parity 
returns computations because fewer commodities are 
included in the prices-received index (and those in-
cluded are more closely related to corn in production), 
and as a corollary, corn is more important in the index. 
The movements in the modernized parity price of cot-
ton relative to the parity returns prices resulted primarily 
from shifts in the price received for cotton relative to 
the United States index of prices received. 
OVER-ALL APPRAISAL 
Several features of the resource returns indicator as 
a measure of economic status and the implications of 
such a measure for agricultural policy may now be ap-
praised. 
It seems evident that a measure based upon parity 
returns to resources employed in agriculture should pro-
vide a more accurate measure of farmers' economic 
status than the present parity ratio, since it reflects 
changes in technological output-input relationships. 
Although it is not difficult to construct a conceptual 
framework around which to build the parity returns 
structure, giving empirical content to the system pre-
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sents a number of problems. Among the most trouble-
some are the following: 
a. It is difficult to identify "comparable resources" 
on and off farms. This identification is particularly 
complex in the case of the human (labor) resource. 
Are the skills and ability demanded of farm operators 
in the Corn Belt, for example, similar to those required 
of semi-skilled factory workers or factory foremen? The 
skills and management ability required to manage a 
large farm with a total investment of $200,000 differ 
considerably from 'those required of a small farm oper-
ator or of a production worker. Similar problems arise 
in connection with returns to capital. Is the level of 
risk surrounding the working capital on the farm most 
nearly comparable to common stocks, preferred stocks, 
corporate bonds or to some other type of urban invest-
ment? 
b. Defining comparable returns to similar resources 
under widely differing working conditions is an equal-
ly complex problem. Both the comparable resources 
problem in part, and the comparable returns problem 
to a greater degree, necessitate recourse to the "base 
period" device. Thus the level of the parity returns in-
dictor becomes largely a function of the base period 
chosen. On this score, the parity returns structure is no 
better than the conventional parity price system. 
c. The efficiency with which resources are utilized 
varies among farms and among areas. This creates the 
problem of selecting the fann units from which data 
will be obtained. The estimates in the foregoing report 
are based upon the operations of the "average com-
mercial fanner" in more or less homogenous type-of-
farming operations. 
d. The parity returns indicator :nvolves the assembling 
and computing of considerable quantities of data. Since 
sample surveys seem to be the only feasible means of 
obtaining some of the needed data, the returns indicator 
is subject to sampling error. Obtaining separate meas-
urements of quantities and prices for a number of pro-
duction areas naturally requires the assembling of more 
data than is required for the construction of a single 
price index for the country as a whole. 
e. The use of detailed data means that computation 
of a parity returns indicator cannot be completed until 
some time after the end of the production period. Esti-
mates could be made, however, by using price indexes 
and projected output-input relationships. 
f. The average return per farm operator in each 
area covers a wide diversity of returns among individual 
farms. The diversity is not as great, however, as that 
which lies behind the present parity prices; the area 
in each case is smaller and more homogeneous than the 
area covered by the present parity prices. 
In this study, the calculations were carried out inde-
pendently for several rather small production areas. In 
addition, simple averages of the resulting parity re-
turns prices and parity returns indicators were computed 
for areas producing the same commodity. Once an ad-
justment was made to remove the effects of weather, 
the movements through time of the parity returns prices 
computed for the individual small areas were quite 
similar. Thus, the simple average price computed in 
this study would be quite similar to an average price 
computed by weighting each area price by the prod'.lc-
tion in that area. Different sources of data, methods of 
aggregation and computation coul? be. us~d while re-
taining resource returns as the panty cntenon. For ~­
ample, it would be pos~ible to con,:ert. the present pa~Ity 
price ratio into a pa~Ity re~ur~s mdlcator by deletl~g 
the portion of the pnces-paid mdex devot~d to f~m.xly 
living items, adding a component to the pnces-pald m-
dex representing labor retu;ns in ~he nonf~rm seg!llent 
and multiplying the resultmg ratio of pnces paid to 
prices received by a~ in de:, of output per un.it of inp.ut. 
Parity returns pnces might also be estabhshed usmg 
a method similar to the present modernized parity com-
putations. Parity returns prices could be defined as the 
product of an adjusted base price, the modified prices 
paid index just described and an index of output per 
unit of input. 
It would also be possible to compute a parity returns 
price of a commodity such ~s cotton using data ?b-
tained from all cotton-producmg areas and computmg 
a ratio of farm to nonfarm labor returns from the av-
age returns in these areas. The data would be averaged 
first, then a single price computed-as opposed to the 
procedure used in this study wherein prices wer~ com-
puted from the ratio of farm to nonfarm returns m each 
area-and the resulting set of prices then averaged. 
Aggregation before computation woul.d mean that only 
one ratio of labor returns and one pnce would need to 
be computed. Shifts of production from one geographic 
area to another could influence the price computed 
-from a single ratio of labor returns. Assume that farmers 
in one area are currently receiving half as much for 
their labor as those in an adjacent area. The average 
ratio for all producers then falls between these two ex-
tremes. Use of the common ratio to compute parity 
prices is equivalent to establishing parity prices based 
upon the common ratio for both areas, then construct-
ing a weighted average of these prices-the weights be-
ina proportionate to production. Use of the common l'a~io and the assumed pattern of earnings would re-
sult in higher parity prices for the area of low-labor re-
turns. Hence a shift in production to the area of high-
labor returns would cause the area of low-labor re-
turns to receive less weight in the average, and, as a 
result, the average parity price would fall. 
PARITY PRICES AND SUPPORT PRICES 
Although a resource returns indicator is a more ac-
curate index of farmers' economic status than a price 
index or ratio, it is only an index. Thus, the use of parity 
returns prices in a price support program would not 
necessarily eliminate some features of price support pro-
grams which have been subjected to criticism. 
Some of the criticisms leveled at parity prices are real-
ly criticisms of price support programs: 
a. Some observers criticize attempts to use support 
prices to raise incomes as well as to stabilize prices. 
These persons point out the high costs of storing the 
large stocks that accumulate and the ultimate necessity 
of disposing of these "surplus" stocks. 
b. Additional criticism is leveled at the misalloca-
tion of resources within agriculture and between agri-
culture and the rest of the economy which may arise 
under extended support operations. 
c. Some critics claim that parity pri~es are "too hip-h" 
or "unrealistic." This statement reqUires a comparison 
of "cost" situations or of relative income situations, but 
this comparison is often implicit rather than explicit. 
This study is concerned only wit~ m~tho?s for com-
paring incomes or resource returns m dlffermg occupa-
tions. No absolute statements can be made concernmg 
the comparative magnitudes of these retur~s, since e.co-
nomics lacks a logical framework for makmg quantita-
tive interperson or intergroup comparisons of well-bein~. 
Therefore, comparisons must be related to a base pen-
od. Once a base period is selected, it is possible to com-
pute the gross income defined here as parity and finally, 
the prices necessary to yield parity. 
Because of the close relationship which has previously 
existed between parity prices and support operations, 
one further comment may be in order. The purpose of 
these support operations has not always been clear. If 
the purpose is to provide .income suppo;t throug~ the 
price mechanism, the parl~y ret,:rns PrlC~S provI.de. a 
better guide than do parity pnces. ThiS supcnonty 
flows directly from the substitution of resource returns 
for prices as the criterion of parity. . . . 
If support prices are to be used only for stablhzatiOn, 
then support must be sct in accordance with the under-
lying long-run supply and demand situation. For this 
purpose, a system whereby support prices were tied 
more closely to long-run market equilibrium prices 




Variations in the total output per farm arise from 
changes in the quantity and combination of inputs, 
changes in technology and changes in weather condi-
tions. The purpose of the procedures described here 
is to remove variations in production which are caused 
by variations in weather conditions. The estimate of 
production under "average" weather conditions used in 
the text is obtained by multiplying the estimated trend 
value of the output-input ratio by the quantity of inputs. 
In order to use multiple regression procedures to esti-
mate a trend in the output-input ratio, it was necessary 
first to construct a measure of the quantity of inputs 
and a measure of weather conditions. In the absence 
of previous data processing, one would coristruct an in-
dex of inputs using the same base period as that em-
ployed in the parity comparisons. The weight assigned 
to the labor input (POL) would be the actual return 
during the base period. This weighting would give ~PoQ" 
= ~Poqo. In this study, however, the index of inputs 
constructed by Goodsell was modified, rather than a 
new index of inputs constructed with 1949-54 base 
weights. 
The Goodsell index of the form ~q1po is computed 
with 1947-49 prices as weights. The per-acre land in-
put is computed by multiplying the 1947-49 per-acre 
value of land and buildings by the 1947-49 Federal 
Land Bank mortgage interest rate. To estimate the total 
input of land services, the per-acre value is multiplied 
by the number of acres. The capital input is the prod-
uct of the Jan. 1 inventory of crops, livestock and ma-
chinery, valued at 1947-49 prices, and the 1947-49 Fed-
eral Land Bank interest rate. Operator and family labor 
is included in the index at the wage of hired farm labor 
during the 1947-49 period. 
For the purpose of this study, the input value, po, 
for operator and family labor was obtained by adjust-
ing the actual return to labor during the 1949-54 period 
to the 1947-49 level. That is, the hourly return to oper-
ator and family labor during the 1949-54 period was 
divided by hourly earnings of manufacturing workers 
during the same period and this quantity multiplied 
by the hourly earnings of manufacturing workers for 
the 1947-49 period:The total value of the operator and 
family labor input is the product of the input value 
per hour and the total hours. Grain and livestock pur-
chases are not included in the inputs, since they are 
treated as negative outputs. 
Although it would be possible to compute a regres-
sion of output (~rQ) on time, inputs and weather, two 
factors complicate such a regression. The fact that quan-
tity of inputs includes items used in harvesting and 
handling would tend to bias the input coefficient up-
ward. Secondly, there is a high correlation between in-
puts and time; i.e., inputs have been increasing 
over time. Therefore, the ratio of output to input 
(~rQ/:i,poqd was formed and the regression of this 
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ratio on time and weather variable computed for each 
area. The estimating equations and procedures are pre-
sented by commodity. 
CORN 
A weather variable designed to reflect conditions af-
fecting production was constructed for each area. In 
the discussion of these variables, r will denote total 
monthly rainfall and T average monthly temperature. 
The subscripts-m, jn, jl, and a-will denote the months 
of May, June, July and August, respectively. 
Two types of weather variables were constructed, one 
from rainfall data and one from temperature data. The 
basic hypothesis underlying construction of the weather 
variable based on rainfall is that, for a given month, 
rainfall beyond a certain quantity has little effect on 
production. The corresponding hypothesis concerning 
temperature is that variations in temperature below a 
certain point have little influence on output. Since there 
is an inverse correlation between rainfall and temper-
ature, the two hypotheses are roughly comparable. It 
is quite possible that cool temperatures during the 
months of May and June may delay the maturity and/or 
decrease the yields of some crops, such as corn. On the 
other hand, there is probably a corresponding increase 
in the production of small grains and hay. Attempts to 
include a variable reflecting the existence of cold or 
wet springs did not yield significant results. The period. 
of 1 month was selected for ease in data collection. 
The break-off levels of rainfall and temperature used 
in constructing the variables are judgment points se-
lected by studying the distribution of rainfall and tem-
perature in years of high production. 
The weather variables were constructed for the re-
spective areas in the following manner: 31 
Hog-beef fattening area: 
X2 = T'm 
where: 
+ T'Jn + T'j1 + 1"a 
T'm = 64 Tm <; 64 
-- T," Tm > 64 
T'in 72 Tin <; 72 
= Tin Till> 72 
T'jI 76 TJ1 <; 76 
= Til TJ1 > 76 
T' .. = 74 Tn <; 74 
Tn Tn > 74 
The temperatures are averages of temperatures in 
:lIThe tempcraturt-s given in d(".~rees Fahrenltcit arc monthly averages COm-
puted by averaging the daily highs and daily lows. The weather bureau 
!)um.mad,es these t~mperatures and. the total '!'onthly rainlall amounts by 
st"rhons of states. Where these st"Ltions approximated the areas under con-
sideration. tht·y were combined as indicated. In the cash-grain area data 
were obtained Irom the lollowinl{ stations: Danville Dec"tur Bloomi~gton 
I.incoln. ~ana .and ~a~seka. l!. S. Weather Bure~u, Climaiological Data; 
Iowa. MISSOUrI. IlhnOl.. SectIOns; Monthly Reports and Annual Sum-
maries. 1930-57. 
the northwest, west-central, southwest and east-central 
sections of Iowa. 
C ash-grain area: 









1'111 < 3.8 
1'111 ): 3.8 
I'jn < 5.0 
rjn ): 5.0 
r'jI = rj I I'jI < 3.9 
3.9 I'jl ): 3.9 
r' a = 1'" ra < 2.7 
2.7 ra ): 2.7 
The rainfall quantities are simple averages of six sta-
tions located throughout the cash-grain area. 
H ng-dairy area: 
X. = T'm + T'ln + T'jl + T'a 
where: 
T'III= 61 1"" / 61 """''!. 
-- T", Till > 61 
T'j"= 68 Tin < 68 
T,il\ Tin ): 68 
T'jl= 74 T jl / '':::: 74 
= Til T jl > 74 
T'o - 71 Ta < 71 
-- T a Ta ): 71 
The temperatures are the averages for the northeast 
section of Iowa. 
Hog-beef raising area: 
X;; = 
, 




rm rjl ra 
where: 
, 
1'111 -- rm fill < 3.0 
3.0 rm ): 3.0 
, 
r .111 rjn rjn < 4.0 
- 4.0 rjn ): 4.0 
, 
r jl rjl rj I < 4.0 
4.0 rj I ): 4.0 
r'a = l"" f" < 3.0 
= 3.0 l"a ): 3.0 
Rainfall amounts are averages for the south-central 
Iowa, southeast Iowa and northern Missouri sections. 
Time was entered in the regressions as a linear varia-
ble with the midpoint between 1943 and 1944 as the 
origin. The period covered by the regression was 1930 
through 1957. In the regression analysis, the output-
input ratios were expressed as percentages of their re-
spective mean values. These trends obtained for the 
separate areas pertain to a single crop produced in areas 
all lying within a somewhat homogeneous region, "the 
Corn Belt." This fact, coupled with the similarity of 
the trends, led to the computation of a common time 
trend. The sums of squares (with the output-inpllt 
ratios expressed as a percentage of their respective mean 
values) were pooled to obtain a single coefficient for 
time. The results are presented in table 28. 
The pooled regression gives an estimated increase in 
the output-input ratio of 1.64 percent of the mean per 
year. This value was employed to obtain the estimated 
:SrQ used in computing the parity returns prices pre-
sented in the text. 
WHEAT 
Before the weather variab1e~ used in the -multiple 
regressions for the wheat areas are presented, the logic 
behind their construction wiII be mentioned. Precipita-
tion received in the winter months of December, January 
and February is generally limited, with slight benefits 
to wheat yields, while that received prior to and follow-
ing this period is quite important and closely correlated 
with wheat production. Precipitation, having an influ-
ence on yields, can be separated into two periods: pre-
seasonal (i.e., the late summer and autumn months) and 
seasonal (i.e., the spring months of the growing season). 




Hog-beef fattening Ca,II-r:rain Hog-dailY Hog-beef raising 
Variables b Sb __ ~~....-;:b -s;;-- --b---::;-. - h S,,~-




,Iunc > 72 
.Iuly > 76 









July > 74 
Aug. > 71 
X, Rainfall 
May < 3.0 
June < 4.0 
July < 4.0 













No. of observations 28 28 28 112 
-------------------------------- ------------------- ------------- ------ ---~-----
Coell. 01 deter-
mination (R') 0.94 0.87 0.97 0.90 0.91 
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Although early seasonal preCIpItation is correlated with 
wheat production, heavy rainfall during the develop-
ment and ripening of wheat promotes parasitic diseases, 
rust and lodging, which reduce yields. Also, heavy rains 
retard harvest and result in grain losses. Therefore, a 
reasonable assumption is that excess rainfall received 
during development and ripening has a negative effect 
on wheat output. Since precipitation in the wheat areas 
often is limited, high temperatures have a more adverse 
effect on production than low temperatures. Associated 
with low humidity and wind, high temperatures occur-
ing during development and ripening tend to reduce 
wheat yields. 
These considerations resulted in the construction of 
the following weather variables. 32 
Winter wheat: 
Xl - Rainfall; i.e., total rainfall for the months of 
July, August, September, October, November, 










r'm rIll rm > 2 
2 rm :::;;; 2 
r'jn rjll rjll :::;;; 2 
2 rjn ~ 2 
Rainfall quantItIes are arithmetic means of rainfall 
at 25 stations located in the area, while temperatures 
are state averages for Kansas. 
Wheat-roughage-livr,stock: 
x.1 - Preseasonal rainfall; i.e., rainfall during Aug-
ust, September and October. 
X5 - Seasonal rainfall; i.e., total rainfall during 
April, May and June. 
Rainfall quantities are arithmetic means of rainfall 
received at 19 weather stations located throughout the 
area. 
Wheat-small grain-livestock: 
Xr. - Preseasonal rainfall; i.e., total rainfall received 
during August, September and October. 
X 7 = T'm + T'jn + T'jl 
where: 
T'm = Till 
-- 55 
3:l\Veathcl" data were obtained fnnn the following SOUTtt-'S; U.S. Dept. 
A<:r., Weather Bureau. Report of the Chief of th~ Weather Bureau, 1929-
30, 1930-31; U.S. Dept. Commerce, Weather Bureau. Climatic Summary 
of the U.S.-Supplement for 1931 through 1952. Nos. 5. 12, 20, 21, 2R. 34 
and 42; U.S. Dept. Commerce, Weather Jlureau. Climatological Data 
Annual Summaries, 1953-57. Colorado LVII-LXI, No. 13. Kansa, LXVII-
LXX, No. 13. Montana LVI-LIX, No. 13. Nebraska LVIII-LXI, No. 13. 
No. Dakota LXII-LXV, No. 13. So. Dakota LVIII-LXI, No. 13. Wyomilll( 
LXII-LXV, 1\'0. 13, Washington LVI-LIX. No, 13, fdaho LVIII-LXI, 
No. 13. . 
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1". In T jll Tjn > 64 
64· Tin :::;;; 64 
T'jl -- TjI TjI > 70 
70 TjI < 70 
The rainfall quantItles are arithmetic means of rain-
fall received at 12 stations located throughout the area, 
while the temperatures are state averages for North Da-
kota_ 
Wheat-pea: 
Xs = r'apl'll + r'lI! + r'jn 
where: 
r' npri I -- rapl'i I raprll < 1.5 1.5 raprll > 1.5 
I'm rm < 2.5 2.5 rm > 2.5 
rjn < 2.5 
fjll > 2.5 




T'jn T jn 
= 58 
Rainfall and temperature were obtained at three sta-
tions located within the area. 
Time was entered in the regressions as a linear vari-
able with the midpoint between 1943 and 1944 as the 
origin for the three plains areas and 1946 as the origin 
in the wheat-pea area. 
The time trends obtained by separate regressions gave 
little indication that the trends were not the same in 
all areas. Therefore, the sums of squares were pooled 
to obtain a common time trend. The coefficients of 
determination, regression coefficients and standard 
errors for the separate regressions and for the pooled 
regression are shown in table 29. The mean ratios of 
output to input for the period for which data were avail-
able were approximately: wheat-roughage-livestock, 
0.49; wheat- small grain -livestock, 0.50; winter wheat, 
0.49; and wheat-pea, 0.57. 
The time trend (i.e., regression coefficient of time) 
is used to compute the estimated trend output-input 
ratios. The estimated trend output-input ratio is ob-
tained from the equation ? = Y + bX., where X t rep-
resents time, b represents the pooled regression coefficient 
for time and y represents the mean c-~tput-input ratio. 
Although the regressions were computed to obtain 
estimates of an average or trend production, they give 
some indication of the differences in the rate of techno-
logical improvement in the production of the different 
crops. It would be necessary to make several restricting 
assumptions, however, before it would be possible to 
make precise quantitative statements about the rate of 
technological change.33 
The usc of the output-input ratio assumes a linear 
homogeneous production function. Note that the out-
3:1Sce for example G. ,V. Ladd. Bias("s in eel-tain production indexes. 
Jour. Farm Econ_ Vol. 39. pp. 75-85. 1957. or Vernon W. Ruttan. Ro-
~ional patterns of technological change in American agriculture. Jour. 
Farm £C0I1. VO]' 40. pp. 196-207. May 1958. 
put-input ratio employed here differs from that com-
monly constructed, in that production is expressed in 
terms of corn, wheat or cotton equivalents, and that the 
weights assigned to other products (r's) changed over 
time. If the changes in the r's do not correspond to 
changes in the rate of substitution in production, the 
ratio will be in error as an index of technology. It is, 
however, quite possible that allowing the weights to 
change gives a better estimate of technological change 
than would constant weights. 
These regressions estimate changes in the output-in-
put ratio which have actually taken place. Thus, it is 
possible that government control programs have had 
an effect on the output-input ratios. Attempts to take 
these programs into account by including dummy vari-
ables for control years did not yield significant results. 
TABLE 29. MULTIPLE REGRESSIONS ANALYSIS RELATING CHANGES IN OUTPUT-INPUT RATIO FOR WHEAT TO TIME AND WEATHER 
VARIABLES. 
Variables 











Win tel' wheat Wheat. pea Pouled regression 
-------------------b b Sb b 
8.65 1.19 8.78 1.20 



















































0.51 2.01 0.43 
28 
0.77 











3.69 5,ti9 4.26 
1.18 -1.83 l.39 
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